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Dear Readers,

Whether big or small, simple or complex – nearly every techni-

cal device, machinery and plant contains computer technology 

today. 

Safe and reliable technology is the cardinal principle – not 

only in such sensitive domains as airports or operating rooms. 

It affects every sector and industry. Industrial engineering, 

for instance, is striving for closer interaction between humans 

and robots. This will only really function when the mandatory 

protective barriers can be dispensed with in certain areas, 

When humans and robots are able to work directly next to 

one another. Yet, how can the demanding safety requirements 

be met? In the project ViERforES, for instance, researchers 

from the Fraunhofer IFF and their partners are working on 

new concepts of human-robot interaction. This is more than 

wishful thinking – Magdeburg’s Fraunhofer researchers are 

experts in the � eld of safe human-robot interaction. 

They equipped the LiSA lab assistant system for the life 

science sector so that it is able to independently move 

through a lab to complete its assigned tasks. 

Yet another safety aspect has priority in training as well: 

Humans ought to learn to handle machinery safely or 

execute dif� cult procedures correctly. Apprentices in 

engineering professions often have to master complex 

systems. Since they are extremely clear and make safe 

training possible, virtual  models can be used excellently 

to train machinists, NC programmers or mechatronic 

engineers. Whether they are milling, turning, drilling or 

programming, apprentices will be able to practice on 

virtual models in the future. In this issue, you will addition-

ally learn how pro spective chemical specialists are using 

a virtual training scenario to learn to transfer hazardous 

substances. Repeatedly practicing de� ned procedures 

fosters the con� dence and calmness necessary for sensitive 

tasks.

We report on these and many other noteworthy topics in 

this issue of our IFFocus. Admittedly, it is only a small but 

fascinating sampling of our joint research work with our 

project  partners.  

I hope you enjoy your voyage of discovery through the 

diverse possibilities of applied research. Perhaps it will 

inspire you in one way or another – we here in Saxony-

Anhalt would be happy to help you make your ideas reality. 

Your,

Prof. Michael Schenk

E D I T O R ’ S  P A G E

Prof. Michael Schenk, Director

of the Fraunhofer Institute for

Factory Operation and Automation IFF 

Photo: Dirk Mahler
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The Fraunhofer IFF has been col laborat ing with project  partners in Asia s ince 

1999. The research inst i tute in Magdeburg is  now intensify ing i ts  act iv i t ies . 

On August 25, 2009, the Fraunhofer IFF’s  Deputy Director Dr.  Gerhard Mül ler 

opened our Regional  Off ice in the capita l  of  Thai land. More than forty high-

ranking guests f rom government,  industry academia and research attended 

the fest iv i t ies  and off ic ia l ly  and warmly welcomed the Head of Off ice Ralf 

Opierzynski  in their  midst . 

The opening of the Regional 

Of� ce is a milestone for the 

Fraunhofer IFF, which has 

been active in Asia since 

Festive opening of the Fraunhofer IFF’s 

Regional Of� ce at the State Tower in 

Thailand’s capital Bangkok. 

Photo: www.photoiam.com

Dr. Gerhard Müller, Deputy Director of the 

Fraunhofer IFF (left) and Ralf Opierzynski, 

Head of Of� ce Bangkok. 

Photo: Anna-Kristina Wassilew 

Science and Technology 

Development Agency (NST-

DA), the Federation of Thai 

Industries (FTI) and the Asian 

Institute of Technology (AIT) 

since 1999. It has successfully 

completed numerous projects 

with Thai partners, especially 

commercial enterprises, over 

the past ten years. 

The experts from 

Fraunhofer IFF have been 

traveling throughout the 

entire ASEAN region but 

chie� y Thailand, Malaysia, 

Vietnam, Indonesia and the 

Philippines. Sustainability 

management, logistics and 

the utilization of renewable 

raw materials for ef� cient 

and green energy production 

have been particularly popu-

lar topics in Asia. Thus, for 

instance, the Fraunhofer 

experts developed a special 

� uidized bed plant with 

Vietnamese clients to recover 

energy from rice husks.

1995. It has been of� cially 

cooperating with private and 

government research organi-

zations, e.g. the National 

SUCCESSFUL COOPERATION 
WILL CONTINUE

LDT Laser Display Technology GmbH and the 

Fraunhofer IFF jo int ly  developed and bui l t  the 

E lbe Dom laser project ion system at the Virtual 

Development and Training Centre VDTC. Now, 

the project ion is  supposed to achieve a new 

qual i ty  to represent v i r tual  interact ive environ-

ments.

After all, every technical system must develop further. Natural-

ly, this is especially true for a unique system like the one in the 

Elbe Dom in Magdeburg. “Wir will only be able to maintain 

our technological edge when we are continually striving for 

technical advances. Our clients expect that of us. It is the force 

that spurs us on,” say Director Prof. Michael Schenk, describ-

ing his motivation. 

This will mean some changes in the Elbe Dom. Along with 

some structural modi� cations, the next generation laser pro-

jectors might be implemented. LDT Laser Display Technology 

GmbH has developed special interfaces for this. 

FRAUNHOFER IFF OPENS REGIONAL OFFICE IN BANGKOK
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Prof. Michael Schenk, Director of the Fraunhofer 

IFF in Magdeburg (left) and Joachim Ostermann, 

CEO of LDT Laser Display Technology GmbH, 

intend to make the Elbe Dom laser projection 

system even more advanced. 

Photo: Viktoria Kühne
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Medical  engineer ing is  one of the major growth 

sectors in Germany and has fundamental ly 

changed many domains of surgery.  Where are de-

velopments in minimal ly  invas ive surgery headed?

innovation forum “Applied 

Haptics in Robot-assisted Sur-

gery« and exchanged views 

on the current state of sur-

gery, robotics and sub� elds 

derived from these such as 

haptic systems, image pro-

cessing, sensor systems 

and surgical simulation. 

At the innovation forum, 

the experts from the 

Fraunhofer IFF presented 

their work on endoscopic 

surgical simulation to train 

surgical procedures and 

chaired the sessions on 

“Haptic Systems” and 

“Surgical Simulation”.

MEETING OF EXPERTS ON HAPTICS IN
ROBOT-ASSISTED SURGERY

The experts from the Fraunhofer IFF are researching virtual models that sim-

ulate an endoscopy. They are developing such models for surgical training in 

collaborative research work with colleagues from the university hospital in 

Magdeburg. Photo: Dirk Mahler

“We want attain more brilliance, sharpness and brightness for 

the representations,” explains Joachim Ostermann, CEO of the 

Rheinmetall subsidiary LDT Laser Display Technology GmbH, 

who is convinced that “this will make visualizations even more 

photorealistic and above all truer to life.

In the next ten years, the 

development of haptic (scan-

ning and measuring) instru-

ment will drive advances in 

this � eld dramatically. This 

will necessitate numerous 

innovations in research and 

development. 

The Magdeburg University 

Hospital’s General, Viscera 

and Vascular Surgical Clinic 

initiated network intended 

to bring together users and 

developers from demanding 

surgical � elds and robotics. 

Physicians, representatives 

of research and users from 

the industry met at the 
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The Federal Ministry of the 

Environment, Nature Conser-

vation and Nuclear Safety 

(BMU) is supporting the proj-

ect with a two-year runtime. 

The industry partners in the 

project are assuming a sub-

stantial part of the budget of 

twelve million euros.

 

Harz.EE-mobility is speci� cally 

focused on CO2-neutral, fuel 

ef� cient mobility. The consor-

tium members are jointly re-

searching how to enable driv-

ers of electric cars to charge 

power environmentally com-

patibly and to signi� cantly ex-

tend the range of electromo-

bility by cleverly locating 

charging stations. 

Drivers will be guided based 

on the charge of their vehicle 

so that they will be able to 

plan their routes using charg-

ing stations located along the 

way according to current 

needs. An intelligent solution 

based on information and 

GREEN ELECTROMOBILITY FROM THE HARZ

There are count less guides on sav ing energy and protect ing the environment. 

Switching to publ ic  t ransportat ion or a bike,  for  instance,  i s  however a less 

than suitable a l ternat ive for every s i tuat ion.  The demand for personal  mobi l -

i ty  and comfort  must be covered and promise  prof i tabi l i ty  in the future too, 

however with the new condit ions of susta inabi l i ty  and environmental  compat-

ib i l i ty . 

The federal ministry is 

banking on elektromo-

bility. Sigmar Gabriel, 

Minister of the Environ-

ment, Nature Conserva-

tion and Nuclear Safety 

at that time, presented 

the launch document 

to the project partners 

at the kick-off event on 

September 7, 2009. 

Photos: Dirk Mahler

Therefore, the Fraunhofer IFF 

in Magdeburg is addressing 

this challenge in a consor-

tium of research organiza-

tions and businesses. The 

project named “Harz.Er-

neuerbareEnergien-mobility” 

is intended to optimize the 

use of renewable energy for 

purposes of mobility through 

an innovative infrastructure 

and sophisticated informa-

tion and communication 

technology. 

Close dialog between government and research. Sigmar Gabriel and Dr. Gerhard Müller, 

Deputy Director of the Fraunhofer IFF, conversing. 
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communication technologies 

will coordinate the 

supply of renewable energies, 

needs in the grid and drivers’ 

mobility requirements. 

Getting such a complex proj-

ect on infrastructure, commu-

nication technology and rele-

vant equipment up and run-

ning necessitates not only 

government and industry 

funding but also strong part-

ner with complementary ex-

pertise and know-how. 

Otto von Guericke University 

Magdeburg (project coordi-

nator), Harz University of Ap-

plied Sciences and the Fraun-

hofer IWES Kassel will be 

contributing research � ndings 

for energy systems. The 

Deutsche Bahn AG and the 

Fraunhofer IFF are collaborat-

ing on vehicle management. 

The Vodafone Group and Sie-

mens AG are working on the 

information and communica-

tion technologies. E.ON Ava-

con AG, Halberstadtwerke 

and the Stadtwerke Blanken-

burg, Quedlinburg and 

Wernige rode are responsible 

for grid operation as is Re-

generativ Kraftwerke Harz 

GmbH & Co KG in the do-

main of renewable energies. 

Krebs & Aulich GmbH is con-

tributing its expertise in elec-

tric vehicle drive systems and, 

� nally, the in.power GmbH in 

Mainz is lead managing the 

development of a business 

model.

HUMAN AND MACHINE 
IN INTERACTIVE DIALOG

V I R T U A L  R E A L I T Y  G U E S T  L E C T U R E  S E R I E S

O C T O B E R  2 8  T O  D E C E M B E R  9 ,  2 0 0 9

October 28, 2009

Vorstellung eines Tatort-

dokumentationssystems

Thomas Strauss, Crime Scene Unit 

Manager, Saxony-Anhalt State Bu-

reau of Investigation

November 4, 2009

Virtuelle Realität für 

Training und Ausbildung

Heike Kissner, Project 

Manager, szenaris GmbH

November 11, 2009

10 Jahre industrienahe Erforsc-

hung von AR/VR-Technolo   gien 

– Visionen einst und heute

Wolfgang Wohlgemuth, Proj-

ect Manager, Siemens AG In-

dustry Sector 

November 18, 2009

Virtual Hospital: Training 

und Interaktion in virtuel-

len klinischen Umgebun-

gen

Ingo Lauter, Senior Consul-

tant, Spirit Link GmbH 

November 25 2009

Immersive Engineering

Martin Zimmermann, 

CEO, VISENSO GmbH

December 2, 2009

Wie wir schon bald unsere 

Computer steuern

Tom Wendel, Devel opment 

Evangelist, Microsoft 

Deutschland GmbH

December 9, 2009

“Damp� okparadies”

Harzer Schmalspur bahnen 

– von der realen zur virtu-

ellen Damp� ok

Dr. Dietrich-E. König, Head 

of the Sales and EDP Divi-

sion, Harzer Schmalspurbah-

nen GmbH
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RESEARCH FOR THE 21ST CENTURY CAR

“In the future, we will have 

to reinvent the car, above all 

its drive unit,” says Prof. 

Helmut Tschöke, spokesman 

for Otto von Guericke Univer-

sity Magdeburg’s Automotive 

Research Unit, formulating 

the task for the coming de-

cades. “Over the next thirty 

years, development will lead 

from petroleum-based en-

gines to a fuel mix to electric 

cars.” The fundamental 

changes will be in the power 

train according to Tschöke. 

“In addition to conventional 

but further developed com-

bustion engines, hybrid drives 

and later purely electric drives 

for urban transportation will 

be supplemented by range 

extenders for long-distance 

transportation, which guar-

antee personal mobility. A 

high-tech power train test 

bench will enable us in the 

The Inst i tute for Competence in AutoMobi l i ty 

( IKAM) has been founded at Otto von Guer icke 

Univers i ty  Magdeburg.  In the coming years,  the 

federal  government and the state wi l l  be provid-

ing 32.5 mi l l ion euros for the development of the 

21st century car.  10 mi l l ion euros come from the 

economic st imulus package I I ,  22.5 mi l l ion euros 

from the state budget. 

future to both scienti� cally 

research and practically devel-

op the energy management 

of all these drive con� gura-

tions.”

In the future, engineers and 

university researchers based 

at Otto von Guericke Univer-

sity Magdeburg and the Inno-

vations- und Gründerzentrum 

IGZ Magdeburg/Barleben will 

be developing alternative 

drive systems for hybrid and 

electric vehicles and novel 

and lightweight materials. 

Thus, in close collaboration 

with the 250 suppliers of the 

automotive industry in Sax-

ony-Anhalt, the demands of 

businesses will be effectively 

interconnected with the po-

tentials of the university’s ba-

sic research.

SAVING RESOURCES WITH
BIOMASS

Every company has to cut costs .  Where to begin 

though? The best  p lace is  wherever unused po-

tent ia l  l ies  dormant – among the resources.  Any-

one learns to use resources eff ic ient ly ,  preserves 

more than the environment. 

V iewed hol ist ica l ly  th is  enables businesspeople to 

a lso s ignif icant ly  cut costs  in many areas.  The lo-

gist ics  experts  f rom the Fraunhofer IFF presented 

their  solut ion for hol ist ic  resource management 

at  the German Logist ics  Associat ion’s  26th Ger-

man Logist ics  Congress in Ber l in.

Agriculture and forestry yield large quantities of residual bio-

mass. Often unused, these resources hold tremendous potential 

for energy conversion. Photo: Helmar Tepper
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SHIP OF THE FUTURE ATTRACTS 90,000 VISITORS

The depletion of fossil fuels 

such as coal and crude oil, 

for instance, is compelling 

the energy sector to develop 

new approaches. The “old-

fashioned” fuel wood is 

becoming attractive again. 

It is renewable and has a pos-

itive ecobalance. Its potential 

is limited though because this 

valuable resource is not in� -

nitely available. The hunt for 

alternatives is fully underway. 

However, large scale use of 

biomass to convert energy 

does not appear to be a mag-

ic formula. The lasting dam-

age to forests caused by 

intensive use would be too 

ble as well as environmentally 

compatibly and cost effective 

and pro� table for everyone 

involved. It is essential to 

ultimately interconnect all this 

cleverly and ef� ciently so that 

the system of closed natural 

resource use also funktions,” 

says Directorr Prof. Michael 

Schenk, describing the 

challenge of this holistic 

approach also called total 

resource management.

great and there is competi-

tion with agriculture and 

forestry.  An alternative is 

furnished by the utilization of 

residual biomass, i.e. hitherto 

largely ignored plant residues 

and waste from agriculture 

and forestry, landscaping and 

otherwise unused botanical 

material intended for dispos-

al. However, its logistics is 

dif� cult. Magdeburg’s 

Fraunhofer IFF is developing 

innovative solutions to this 

problem. The researchers aim 

to organize the transport 

from its source of origin to 

its processing so ef� ciently 

and cost effectively as possi-

Some 90.000 v is i tors  have gl impsed the future on the exhibit ion ship MS 

Wissenschaft  in the past  months.  The in i t iat ive Wissenschaft  im Dia log 

WiD (Sc ience in Dia log)  presented the show on this  ship of the future in 

a total  of  th i r ty  four c i t ies  f rom June 4 to October 1,  2009.

Together with an imaginary family from 2030, exhibition visitors experienced everyday life in 

the future in the belly of the 105 meter long freighter. Twenty-seven exhibits show how re-

search and development will change domestic life, work, education, our mobility, health 

and leisure time. For instance, an intelligent household pharmacy from the Fraunhofer IFF in 

Magdeburg awaited inquisitive guests. The researchers have equipped medication, cabinet 

and the electronic key with RFID technology. Data is stored on transponders and transmitted 

by radio. The medicine cabinet of the future can only be opened with the right electronic 

key on which the access rights are stored precisely. The system automatically registers which 

key has opened the door and when what was removed. An electronic noti� cation is also is-

sued when an expiration date has passed or medication must be taken. The automatic in-

ventory system indicates when the contents must be resupplied.

The exhibits were made available to research organizations that are to members of WiD. 

Visitors obtained insights into projects funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 

DFG (German Research Foundation) , institutes of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the Helm-

holtz Association, the Leibniz Association and the Max Planck Society. The exhibition was 

supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Nintendo Germany and the 

Volkswagen Foundation were partners of the ship.

For more information, visit www.ms-wissenschaft.de

The intelligent household pharmacy 

uses an electronic key to recognize 

who has access rights and who does 

not, can check expiration dates, inven-

tory medications and issue a reminder 

to take them at the right time. Photo: 

Ilja Hendel / Wissenschaft im Dialog
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L O O K I N G  B A C K :  F I F T E E N  Y E A R S  A G O

INDUSTRIAL IMAGE PROCESSING FROM MAGDEBURG

Appl ied research from Magdeburg was a l ready 

great ly  in demand in 1994: In that year a lone, 

researchers from the c i ty  on the E lbe earned three 

mi l l ion marks – a respectable three mi l l ion of that 

from industry.

In the � eld of factory automation for instance, the Fraunhofer 

IFF’s specialists worked on integrating image processing sys-

tems in robotic cells. Image processing systems, particularly 

optical measurement systems, developed at the Fraunhofer IFF 

are implemented in combination with precise robots in order 

to perform rapid and � exible, one hundred percent inspection 

of components during manufacturing. 

In 1994, the Fraunhofer IFF began an exciting collaboration 

with Otto-Versand, which was building its new shipping center 

in Haldensleben where an order picking center was planned, 

where goods in larger boxes 

are repacked into smaller 

one. The partners’ joint re-

search project dealt with the 

automated unpacking of arti-

cles from cartons. Fraunhofer 

researchers developed a cus-

tomized removal system that 

consists of an identi� cation 

system and a gripper system. 

Three fundamental problems 

must be resolved to “reach 

into the box”: Appropriate 

features must be identi� ed in 

order to positively identify 

and sort items. The features 

must be precisely recognized 

for gripping. Naturally, the 

results, i.e. whether the cor-

rect item was selected, have 

to be checked afterward. The 

identi� cation of features and 

the gripping procedure may 

have to be repeated. 

The identi� cation system 

identi� es items, identi� es the 

potential gripping point and 

checks that boxes are empty. 

Triangulated light-sectioning 

is the measuring principle im-

plemented in the identi� ca-

tion system. Box surfaces pro-

jected by a CCD matrix cam-

era are divided into several 

windows. A line is projected 

into each of these windows . 

A misalignment of height in 

one of the windows, mis-

aligns the line, which is ac-

cordingly evaluated. The re-

searchers use special diode 

lasers with line generating 

optics to project the lines. 

The gripper system removes 

items and places them in a 

speci� ed spot. Special vacu-

um gripper elements are used 

for the gripper system be-

cause commercial vacuum 

do not  ful� ll the required 

system parameters.

Sensor system test run. The automation specialists from the Fraunhofer IFF developed this sensor for a 

robotic arm. The sensor consists of around � fty individual inductive sensor cells and scans surface geom-

etry. Thus industry robots can track the contours of welding seams for example. 
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The � lm is about young peo-

ple in Saxony-Anhalt who 

want to make a difference in 

their state. “We are primarily 

addressing young people of 

Saxony-Anhalt because the 

future belongs to them. We 

want to show that Saxony-

Anhalt is a lovable and livable 

state, a good place not only 

to work but also to live. 

Young people are the best 

ambassadors. After all, only 

people convinced by their 

own state, can arouse others’ 

enthusiasm,” according to 

Minister of Economics and 

Labor Dr. Reiner Haseloff. 

“Naturally, this particularly 

matches our philosophy be-

cause we also want to make 

a difference in the future. We 

agreed immediately and 

opened the doors,” explained 

IFFOCUS 2/2009  11

Two thirty second spots 

and a twelve second 

reminder were � lmed. 

Anyone who doesn’t make 

it to the movie theater can 

view the spots and their 

making-of on the website 

www.das-hier-sind-wir.de.

The foyer of the Fraunhofer IFF was turned into a � lm set to shoot an ad for 

the state of Saxony-Anhalt. Photos: Felix Paulin/Freistil Film

Director Prof. Schenk. 

That was necessary, too. DA 

� fteen member team from 

Freistil Film and over seventy 

extras needed almost the en-

tire ground � oor of the 

Fraunhofer IFF for the shoot 

because the script held a spe-

cial challenge for everyone in-

volved. Since the � lm had 

one scene, the camera � lmed 

continuously. Every picture 

had to be perfect. A song 

(“Das hier sind wir.”) was 

composed just for the spot 

and lip dubbed to the music. 

Thus, the main � gures had to 

move their lips exact synchro-

nously to the song, added 

later. Naturally, that only 

functions when everyone 

sings loudly. “The mood at 

the Fraunhofer IFF was quite 

good on that day. 

Singing could be heard 

throughout the building. 

An unbelievable number of 

actors, breakdancers and 

� lm crew members whirling 

in the foyer,” says Schenk, 

describing his impressions 

of the set. The spots have 

been being shown in all of 

Saxony-Anhalt’s movie 

theaters since October 29. 

FRAUNHOFER IFF AS FILM SET

The Fraunhofer IFF was the locat ion for the spot 

“Move the Future”, one of two f i lms for the state 

market ing campaign “Saxony-Anhalt .  We get up 

ear l ier.” I t  was shot on a Sunday. 
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You are planning fascinating activities such as the sci-

ence ship, a major tent exhibition, a school student 

parliament, a world cup in mental arithmetic, a family 

Sunday and much more. What is the motivation behind 

this commitment? 

We want to arouse fascination in research and young people’s 

enthusiasm for careers in research. Our goal is to bring society 

and research into dialog with each other. It is extremely impor-

tant that the importance that science has for our society is 

clear to all of us. Every person must be able to form his or her 

own opinion. That is the basic prerequisite for a democracy. 

It’s about learning to appraise and recognize what opportuni-

ties and potentials science offers – but also what risks it holds. 

Its about learning to debate and actively playing a role in pro-

cesses of political decision making.

With what activities do you intend to accomplish that?

With the appropriate formats for different age groups. One 

example: In the project “Debating Science”, we organize 

events at which young adults actively discuss scienti� c issues. 

School students spread throughout Germany conducting dis-

cussion in student parliaments, student forums and Junior Sci-

ence Cafés, in civic conferences and civic exhibitions as well as 

in forums and blogs on the Internet. Scientists contribute their 

factual knowledge and their know-how, citizens their subjec-

tive opinions, their expertise, their value systems. As part of 

this research project, we are also organizing a student parlia-

ment in Magdeburg for the Science Summer. 

The “Future of Energy” is a richly facetted topic. What 

aspects is it particularly about for you?

The allure of the diversity challenges us. How will we manage 

to simultaneously generate power and heat safely, cost effec-

tively and greenly? Thus, for instance, this is a matter of issues 

of energy conversion, energy ef� ciency, reliable grids and elec-

tricity. Personally, energy ef� cient building and photovoltaics 

fascinate me most. The different exhibitions and events will 

address such aspects and make them experienceable. 

Since 2000, WiD has been organizing the Science Sum-

mer in a different city every year. Why was Magdeburg 

selected now?

FASCINATING 
RESEARCH 
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Interview with Dr. Herbert Münder, 

President of Wissenschaft 

im Dialog gGmbH

In 2010, the Sc ience Summer is  taking place 

in Magdeburg.  “The Future of Energy” is  the 

theme connect ing a l l  act iv i t ies  and partners 

with each other.  Many unique events are 

await ing us in Saxony-Anhalt ’s  capita l  f rom 

June 5 to 11. In a conversat ion with IFFocus 

editor Anna-Kr ist ina Wass i lew, Dr.  Herbert 

Münder expla ined what the  jo int  in i t iat ive 

of German research organizat ions Wissen-

schaft  im Dia log (WiD) is  p lanning. Ph
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WiD has observed great activities in Magdeburg in recent 

years. Applying for the title of “2005 City of Science” 

launched a great deal. There is an extraordinarily interesting 

research scene here with many institutes which absolutely 

ought to be given a platform. The 2010 Science Summer’s 

theme of energy � ts Magdeburg outstandingly.

How is the 2010 Science Summer in Magdeburg � -

nanced?

A large part comes from the public sector. The rest is raised by 

foundations and businesses. For example, the Robert Bosch 

Foundation has made possible the science puppet theater for 

the youngest visitors. The milieu of research/public is an attrac-

tive sponsoring opportunity for many companies.

How would you rate Magdeburg’s commitment to the 

2010 Science Summer? 

In addition to the major events organized by the WiD, the city 

is preparing some things including the Long Night of Science, 

Otto von Guericke’s hemisphere experiment, a lecture series at 

St. John’s Church and a photo exhibition for the campaign 

“Researchers, Thinkers and Inventors: Scientists in Magde-

burg”. Visitors can already look forward to the wide range of 

offerings. 

Magdeburg has some strengths over other cities that hosted 

the Science Summer. Many cities have networks that initiate 

and implement activities for scienti� c and academic communi-

cation, which were an outcome of the Science Summers. 

Magdeburg already has these.

If Magdeburg already has an edge here, what additional 

chances to you see for the city?

Magdeburg has the best prerequisites for making science an 

integral part of its cultural life. Such a scienti� c culture hones 

peoples appreciation for strong research and provides them an 

important identi� cation point in their relationship to their 

hometown. Magdeburg can be proud of its science and re-

search. A modern city with impressive research organizations! 

The development in the Port of Science is super  – for the city’s 

image, too.

One clearly notices your enthusiasm for the work at Wis-

senschaft im Dialog. Is there a dominant theme that has 

accompanied your carier?

It has to be fun! When your work is fun, you can be creative. 

Being successful too, that is fantastic! Sometimes I miss the 

lab I set up myself as a doctoral candidate. However, all in all, 

my job at Wissenschaft im Dialog is a dream job: Getting peo-

ple enthusiastic about science and research. 

 

B R I E F  V I T A  O F  D R .  H E R B E R T  M Ü N D E R
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1988 - Degree in physics from the Rheinisch-Westfälische 

Tech nische Hochschule Aachen

1991 - Doctorate 

1992 to 1994 - Post doctoral student at Forschungszentrum 

Jülich

1994 to 1997 - Assistant to the chairman of Forschungszen-

trum Jülich GmbH

1998 to 2001 - Head of the Department of Strategic Funds 

and European Affairs at the Hermann von Helmholtz Associa-

tion of German Research Centers in Bonn 

2002 to present - President of Wissenschaft im Dialog gGmbH

2002 to present - Member of the Science Year steering 

committees

2003 to 2004 - Member of the CREST Cluster 2: Implementa-

tion of Science and Society Action 

2005 to present - Member of the AlphaGalileo Advisory 

Council

2005 - Member of the “City of Science” jury

2006 - Member of the jury for the Journalist Award of 

Saarland

2007 - Member of the “Lernort Labor” steering committees

2008 to present - Vice President of the European Science 

Events Association (EUSCEA) 
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QUALIFICATION 
IN CYBERSPACE 
André Winge and Thomas Reek

Whether in an operat ing room or a f l ight s imulator or dur ing damage 

control  – v i r tual  real i ty  a l lows test  persons to “immerse” in specia l 

s i tuat ions within a very short  t ime. What has long been state-of-the-

art  for  the tra in ing of surgeons,  p i lots  or  f i ref ighters,  should soon 

also benef i t  medium-s ized companies in Saxony-Anhalt . 

In the project  V iReKon, supported by funds from the Europe-

an Union and the state of Saxony-Anhalt ,  tbz Technologie-  und 

Berufsbi ldungszen trum Magdeburg gGmbH and the Schweißtech-

nische Lehr-  und Versuchsanstalt  Hal le GmbH wi l l  qual ify  engineers, 

An apprentice carefully clamps a workpiece in a lathe. He must 

program the machine correctly, before he can machine the 

part. This is a tricky task and teh apprentice will have to solve 

a similar problem for his � nal exam. Therefore, he is learning 

to handle such equipment in vocational training. However, in-

stead of standing before a real machine, he is sitting in front 

of a computer. The control panels and, behind them, the lathe 

appear on the monitor and the computer guides the appren-

tice step-by-step. The Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Opera-

tion and Automatisierung IFF in Magdeburg, the Technologie- 

und Berufsbildungszentrum Magdeburg gGmbH (tbz) and the 

Schweisstechnische Lehr- und Versuchsanstalt SLV Halle GmbH 

have launched the ViReKon project, which is coordinated by 

the Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum RKW Sachsen-
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cost effectively than present instructional materials. Hence, virtual reality 

ought to become a commonplace tool in Saxony-Anhalt’s small and medi-

um-sized enterprises and be adopted by educational providers.

Why virtual reality in the � rst place? The functions of machinery and other 

technical equipment are growing increasingly complex. The demands on 

the developers, manufacturers and users of such technical systems are con-

stantly mounting. Virtual technologies furnish an effective means to master 

this steadily increasing complexity. Whether in development, planning, 

training, schooling and documentation, maintenance, design or marketing 

and sales – VR provides better insight. How else can problems and solu-

tions be analyzed, resolved and presented in real time with multimedia? 

How else can 3-D CAD data be realistically visualized, researched and com-

municated in a manner that is impossible in the physical world? Virtual re-

ality simpli� es and accelerates the development of new products. Engineers 

can test newly engineered machinery or designers can try out different ma-

terials at their computers without having to � rst build expensive proto-

types.

While the potential uses of VR may be extraordinarily diverse, at its heart, 

this is all about producing solutions that enhance ef� ciency, speci� cally in 

terms of time, cost, quality, productivity and resources. These are crucial 

factors for a company’s commercial success, competitiveness and pro� tabil-

ity. Large companies have already recognized these advantages. VR has 

long since become established in the automotive and aerospace industries. 

Large carmakers have heavily invested in the research and utilization of this 

technology. Small and medium-sized enterprises have not. They often lack 

the � nancial means to take advantage of virtual environments even though 

they too could pro� t from the bene� ts. 

Since their staf� ng levels are usually correspondingly lower, employees 

have responsibility for more tasks than they would in most larger compa-

nies. VR holds real potentials here on many levels. VR and 3-D models may 

be used from start to � nish: From commissioning to production up through 

the training of  apprentices or operators and maintenance technicians. 

Training on virtual models does not require taking real equipment out of 

running operations. On the one hand, that saves resources and material. 

On the other hand, it allows production to keep running. 

Trying and Learning

Over the course of their training, prospective electronic and mechatronic 

engineers learn to assemble electric and electronic components into com-

plex systems, to install and program control software and to service the 

systems. Training at the Magdeburger tbz Technologie- und Berufsbildung-

szentrum, the joint training center for metal and electrical professions in 

the chamber district of Magdeburg, includes a six-week course on the pro-

gramming of programmable logic controllers (PLC programming). At pres-

technic ians,  specia l i s ts  and appren-

t ices in the future on v i r tual  ma-

chinery.  Tra iners and experts  f rom 

the Fraunhofer IFF are jo int ly  de-

veloping methods for this .  V irtual 

models  of  exact ly  the machinery on 

which operators and maintenance 

technic ians wi l l  later  work are cre-

ated in cyberspace.

Anhalt. The objective of the project is to use 

virtual reality (VR) for basic and advanced train-

ing for engineers, technicians, specialists, mas-

ters and apprentices. Thus, the partners are 

breaking new ground in professional quali� ca-

tion: Virtual reality helps teach complicated 

technical knowledge with new methods more 
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ent, the tbz gGmbH uses a practice model of a sorting system 

with real control buttons, sensors and display elements to pre-

pare trainees for the extensive demands in the � eld – and is 

reaching its limits. 

However, the model of the conveyor only represents one part 

of a large system in a production facility. Practicing on it is one 

aspect, servicing and operating a system in a production facili-

ty is another. Such systems are complex objects. Trainees often 

have dif� culty placing knowledge learned from the training 

model in the overall context and applying it in real industrial 

practice. VR furnishes supplementary support to transfer 

knowledge acquired on the model to the real system. 

The widest variety of scenarios can be practiced, trained and 

tried out in a virtual environment. They furnish trainees as well 

as trainers diverse programming and operating options. For in-

stance, trainers can initiate particular fault scenarios for the 

purpose of teaching and learning in order to confront trainees 

with a multitude of scenarios geared toward business and to 

improve their problem solving skills.

Another aspect is that VR facilitates team training. While any-

one can practice on the computer, teams can collaborate in a 

virtual environment. Conceivably, every apprentice could solve 

one subproblem in a system’s programming to merge them 

into one collective project. This extends the scope of assign-

ments. Thus, VR expands the range of training options alto-

gether – and, since practice is well known to make perfect, it 

is a useful tool for trainees. 

Classroom Internsnhips

Virtual technologies help relocate the workplace in the class-

room – to do so, the system is brought to PC virtually and can 

be operated with keyboard and mouse. Three-dimensional de-

sign data serve the Fraunhofer researchers at the VDTC as the 

basis for virtualization. However, they � rst have to be pro-

cessed for a virtual environment. This means that certain phys-

ical correlations and material properties must be implemented 

in the raw data because anything that really follows the laws 

of nature, e.g. gravity, does not yet exist in a virtual environ-

ment. Therefore, in a certain way, the researchers must recre-

ate reality. In order to reproduce such logical physical correla-

tions such as gravity virtually, the Fraunhofer researchers 

employ a special visualization tool, an internal development: 

the Virtual Development and Training Platform (VDT Platform). 

It perfectly reproduces the performance of machinery and 

plants. In order to use a virtualized plant for quali� cation pur-

poses, the VR model is coupled with a real programmable log-

ic controller (PLC) . When the control is actuated, the VR mod-

el in the computer responds just like the plant would respond 

in reality. This enables testing control sequences and pro-

grammed parameters easily and safely. Any mistakes appren-

tices makes solely affect the virtual environment – a great ad-

vantage for trainees because, ultimately, nothing in the virtual 

world can be destroyed. Thus, trial and error are allowed 

again.

Practicing Safely

All trainees can independently learn sitting before their own 

monitors, a real PLC sitting on the desk next to them. In a cer-

tain way, they can experiment, try out the widest variety of 

scenarios and program steadily increasing complexities. Thus, 

vocational training attains more quality. However, training in 

cyberspace is not intended to replace apprentices work on real 
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Fraunhofer researcher André Winge and tbz trainer Michaela 

Gräf jointly prepared the virtual models’ use for training at 

tbz. The machine controller with which an apprentice will 

work in reality is visible to the left. Photos: Dirk Mahler
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production equipment: It is 

considered supplementary.

In an initial step, the VR spe-

cialists from the Fraunhofer 

Institute implemented a sim-

ple model of a real sorting 

system, which had been de-

signed at the institute before-

hand. Thus, the CAD data for 

it were available. Petri dishes 

with bacterial cultures are 

transported by a conveyor. 

A gripper grasps them and 

transfers them to the removal 

station where a pipetting unit 

takes a sample and processes 

it further. On the monitor, the 

apprentice follows the opera-

tions in the virtual system – 

manuals, spare parts catalogs 

and product documentation 

can be exported into a virtual 

environment perfectly and 

extremely user friendly.

In addition to the multitude 

of potential operational tests, 

functional tests during the 

design phase also hold con-

siderable potential for savings 

for companies. Products, ma-

chinery, manufacturing pro-

cesses and even entire facto-

ries can be planned and test-

ed, thus eliminating errors, 

optimizing structures and 

shortening development 

times. Numerous applications 

from the VDTC in Magdeburg 

have long since proven them-
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Trainees at the tbz learn on virtual

models of real machines. 

the control unit the appren-

tice uses is real. Apprentices 

can use it to try out the sys-

tem’s responses. Errors made 

during programming remain 

without consequences. After 

all, a virtual Petri dish cannot 

break. 

Such VR models are not only 

helpful for training purposes: 

Operators, programmers and 

service staff will be able to 

train on them in the future, 

for instance when a company 

intends to buy a new ma-

chine or plant. Staff can learn 

to handle equipment in a vir-

tual environment before it is 

even physically present. 

Even interactive maintenance 

selves in practice, yet the re-

searchers are far from having 

exhausted the variety of poten-

tial uses of VR. The potential of 

such “model worlds” is still 

open. The use of VR in basic 

and advanced training is an im-

portant element of this.

This project is being supported 

with funds from the European 

Union and the State of Saxony-

Anhalt.

Contact:

André Winge

Central ViVERA Of� ce

Phone +49 391 4090-782 

Fax +49 391 4090-115

andre.winge@iff.fraunhofer.de
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Unfortunately,  smal ler  acc i -

dents  are st i l l  part  of  the every 

day rout ine in many branches 

of industry.  Germans frequent ly 

say,  “Sawdust is  going to fa l l 

when you use a plane.” How-

ever,  in the chemical  industry, 

l i t t le  mistakes can end in ser ious 

burns,  chemical  burns or even 

explos ions.  In cooperat ion with 

the Raw Mater ia ls  and Chemical 

Industry Profess ional  Associat ion, 

the experts  f rom the Fraunhofer 

IFF in Magdeburg have developed 

an ent i re ly  safe v i r tual  interac-

t ive tra in ing scenar io so that 

experts  that have to teach new, 

operat ions never lose s ight of 

the safety hazards.  Thus,  v i r tual 

real i ty  helps prevents industr ia l 

acc idents.

A CONSTANT EYE ON DANGER:

Employees from chemical plants are 

particularly endangered when their 

daily routine requires handling hazard-

ous materials (e.g. � ammable and 

caustic liquids) . The Raw Materials 

and Chemical Industry Professional 

Association, the institution for statutory 

accident insurance and prevention for 

plants of the chemical industry and 

related branches of industry, wants 

to minimize these risks. The key lies 

in training and quali� cation programs, 

which train operations with and the 

handling of hazardous materials. 

Now, the Raw Materials and Chemical 

Industry Professional Association is 

breaking new ground together with 

the Fraunhofer IFF. The virtual interactive 

3-D program that trains the transfer of 

� ammable liquids developed by the 

researchers in Magdeburg is an innova-

tive advance toward safe work with 

chemicals.

Recognizing the Advantage of 

Virtual Reality

More and more frequently, the kinds of 

virtual environments the researchers at 

the Fraunhofer IFF customize for their 

clients are providing industry optimal so-

lutions when, for instance, larger plants 

are to be planned, tested and operated 

and manufacturing is to be made more 

ef� cient by saving time and resources. 

The virtual but nonetheless realistic 

overall view makes this possible. Virtual 

reality renders training completely safe. 

This increases the attractiveness of cy-

berspace for companies with employees 

working in hazardous � elds. The Fraun-

hofer IFF’s researchers are particularly 

experienced in this � eld. They developed 

a completely virtual large transformer 

for RWE for training in its maintenance 

unit. Today, RWE is training its new 

technical experts with great success.

Virtual training is becoming part of seminars at the 
Raw Materials and Chemical Industry Professional
Association’s Training Center in Maikammer 

Torsten Schulz
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“The Raw Materials and 

Chemical Industry Profession-

al Association is always look-

ing for new methods and 

technologies for its training 

programs,” explains Dr. Gerd 

Uhlmann, manager of the 

Raw Materials and Chemical 

Industry Professional Associa-

tion’s training unit in Mai-

kammer. “The potentials of 

the virtual interactive models 

convinced us,” Uhlmann con-

tinues. The Professional Asso-

ciation provides over 35,000 

member companies from the 

chemical sector with some 

1.3 million insured individuals 

support for the prevention of 

industrial and commuting ac-

cidents. In addition, it is re-

sponsible for the medical and 

vocational rehabilitation in-

jured policy holders and pro-

vides compensation services.

Every year, the Raw Materials 

and Chemical Industry Profes-

sional Association trains tech-

nical assistants, mechanics, 

executives, maintenance en-

gineers, safety of� cers and 

other experts employed in 

the chemical sector in some 

200 seminars at its quali� ca-

tion center in Maikammer.  

Unlike other manually orient-

ed branches of industry, qual-

i� cation in the chemical � eld 

can only be organized in the 

� eld to an extremely limited 

extent, since openly handling 

larg quantities of hazardous 

materials is out of the ques-

tion in a training center. This 

was the starting point for the 

team of researchers in Mag-

deburg.

The newly developed interac-

tive training module allows 

chemical experts to realistical-

ly practice key work steps in 

a chemical plant without en-

dangering themselves and 

their environment or having 

to implement elaborate ex-

perimental setups. The train-

ing scenario runs in a virtual 

environment “In order to 

meet our stringent demands, 

we are always examining new 

technologies. Hence,the vir-

tual training scenario is an 

optimal medium for us to 

motivate the seminar attend-

ees, to ensure that instruc-

tional content is sustainable 

and to assure quality,” con-

� rms Dr. Gerd Uhlmann. 

Realistic Environment 

However, such a major proj-

ect requires special prepara-

tions. In order to virtually cre-

ate a realistic training envi-

ronment intended to meet 

the requirements of a practi-

tioner from the chemical in-

dustry, the Fraunhofer re-

searchers had to discuss be-

forehand the environment’s 

appearance in reality and the 

special features in the work 

process deserving of atten-

tion. To this end, the rele-

vant knowledge of the ex-

perts from the Raw Materi-

als and Chemical Industry 

Professional Association was 

taken advantage of in a 

workshop. The results and 

� ndings in a routine work-

day thus far could be used 

to describe and evaluate the 

basic hazards in a struc tured 

manner. Then, the develop-

ers from Magdeburg inte-

grated the hazards in the 

test lessons as randomly oc-

curring events precisely as 

they might occur in a rou-

tine workday. During train-

ing, the events can be trig-

gered by a user’s incorrect 

actions and in� uence by 

ambient factors, e.g. objects 

left lying about, defective 

pumps and the like. The 

user is confronted with vari-

ous problems that require a 

response. This is what the 

training module looks like:

MORE SAFETY WITH
VIRTUAL REALITY G
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New Scenario and Old Practice

The virtual interactive scenario was de-

signed as a typical environment of a 

chemical factory. Since the accustomed 

workplace cannot be virtually created for 

every trainee, the construction of the 

plant was programmed based on an in-

ternally developed standard, which 

makes the operations comprehensible 

for every trainee no matter what chemi-

cal plant they come from. Here too, the 

developers from the Fraunhofer IFF also 

had to incorporate a strict catalog of 

standards. In the chemical industry, dan-

ger zones have to be identi� ed with 

markings. Just like storage sites, the 

place where � ammable liquids are trans-

ferred must be surrounded by standard-

ized open areas, � re extinguishers and 

warning or informational labels must be 

brought on in the speci� ed positions. 

demonstrations with � res or detonations 

had to be specially monitored every 

time.

Moreover, only a few individuals from 

the large groups involved in such quali� -

cation measures were able to actually 

perform the work steps. The rest of the 

group would have to passively 

learn while watching. This is where the 

Fraunhofer IFF’s virtual training module 

provides tremendous advantages 

through its interactive capabilities. Every 

trainee can act independently and be 

supervised at the 3-D workplace. Start-

ing the program does not require any 

time-consuming precautionary measures 

nor any special IT. The Fraunhofer re-

searchers promise quali� cation that is 

signi� cantly more ef� cient, safe and 

cost effective than previous practice. 

Ultimately, everything only depends on 

the correct execution of the application. 

So that they can be trained in the initial-

ly unfamiliar virtual environment, the re-

quired work steps, which also must be 

executed according to strict guidelines, 

were divided into � ve lessons in the 3-D 

training module. The following “levels” 

or training units are completed succes-

sively: 

1. Discovery of the environment

First, trainees � nd their orientation in 

the factory building. They may move 

freely and explore the building’s entire 

layout. They compare the generalized 

work conditions in the foreign environ-

ment with their own and continue after 

a brief period of acclimation.

2. Familiarization with Safety Hazards 

and Ignition Sources

I everything where it belongs? For in-

stance, trainees would have to detect 

and remove a cell phone thoughtlessly 

left lying around before being able to 

continue. 
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The training module’s central element is 

the transfer of � ammable liquids such as 

toluene, a solvent produced in re� neries 

during the re� ning of petroleum. This 

� ammable liquid is delivered in 1000 li-

ter containers among other things and is 

so in the virtual scenario too. To make 

further processing more manageable, 

the contents must be divided among 

200 liter drums. The transfer of � amma-

ble liquids is a common as well as one of 

the most dangerous procedures in the 

chemical industry. Special worker quali� -

cation is essential.

Naturally, the necessary work steps have 

always had to be taught and trained in 

some form. However, demonstrative and 

thus effective quali� cation in this do-

main has entailed great expense. Not 

only did costly experimental setups had 

to be constructed. The safety of live 
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The virtual interactive training module for the quali� cation of chemical experts also runs in 

3-D on the immersive engineering workstation at the Fraunhofer IFF. The arrangement of 

the explo sion protection zone in the virtual factory is clearly recognizable in red. 

Photo: Dirk Mahler
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Otherwise, they receive an error mes-

sage. Afterward, they may eliminate the 

error.

3. Using Personal Safety Equipment

Trainees must put on chemical imperme-

able gloves and special safety goggles, 

being careful to select the correct equip-

ment from the potential choices on a set 

of shelves.

4. Familiarization with the Workplace 

Setup

Before the actual transfer process can 

be started, trainees familiarize them-

selves with the setup of the workplace. 

For instance, they learn the correct ap-

proach to apply potential equalization.

scenarios in order to review their perfor-

mance afterward. Thus, the mix of hu-

mans’ expert knowledge and new tech-

nology maximizes the effectiveness of 

quali� cation. The training module can 

be adapted for a variety of learning situ-

ations. As described above, trainees 

themselves can take any action a worker 

in a chemical factory has to take when 

transferring � ammable liquids at the 3-D 

workplace. Additionally, training leaders 

or speakers are enabled to demonstrate 

speci� c work steps as examples to 

groups of trainees. This can be done to 

explain an operation to trainees before-

hand and is additionally suited for the 

quali� cation of large groups of trainees.

Looking to the Future

This 3-D training module will be avail-

able to the � rst work groups for training 

at the Professional Association’s quali� -

cation center in Maikammer as of the 

spring of 2010. The project will be far 

from over though. The virtual scenario 

is designed so that other modules can 

be added in the future, thus making it 

� exibly adaptable to the needs and 

wishes of the Raw Materials and Chemi-

cal Industry Professional Association. 

Being able to implement virtual interac-

tive technologies to meet the demands 

and requirements of basic and advanced 

training is essential for future quali� ca-

tion. Therefore, even the certi� cation of 

safety experts on the training module is 

envisioned. Technically, this no longer 

presents any problem.

Contact:

Ronny Franke

Virtual Interactive Training

Phone +49 391 4090-144  

Fax +49 391 4090-115

ronny.franke@iff.fraunhofer.de
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5. The Transfer Procedure 

Finally, the transfer process is started 

and executed with the correct pump. 

Here too, a series of errors can occur, 

which the module immediately displays 

to trainees. Depending on the type of 

error, ultimately even a severe explosion 

may occur. However, the developers did 

not place any heightened value on 

extremely authen tic animations of � re 

and explosions. Rather than resembling 

a computer game, at its heart, the train-

ing module is intended for learning and 

training correct actions in this domain of 

work. As soon as the training has been 

completed, the system evaluate’s a train-

ees’ actions. In addition, a seminar lead-

er is observing trainees during the entire 
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The nozzle was shut off too late, 

thus causing toluene to over� ow.
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LISA UP CLOSE
Erik Schulenburg, Markus Fritzsche and Dr. Norbert Elkmann

New autonomously operat ing,  mobi le ass istance systems wi l l  soon change 

the integrat ion of robots in everyday corporate rout ines from the ground 

up. They navigate freely and safely around humans in a shared environment, 

work independent ly  and communicate with language. They can be f lex ib ly 

implemented f lex ib ly  in many domains,  thus support ing human staff  there by 

independent ly  taking over t ime-consuming rout ine tasks for instance.  L ISA, 

a novel  ass istant robot developed at the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg,  h ints 

at  what awaits  us in the future.
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Autonomous Assistant 

Robots 

LISA is the prototype of a 

new generation of ro  bots. 

This autonomous assistance 

system was developed as mo-

bile, support for humans in 

shared work environments. 

To do so, it possesses a num-

ber of remarkable features 

that clearly set it apart from 

other robots as we have 

known them. For, instance it 

freely and autonomously nav-

igates safely in close quarters 

and environment frequented 

by humans. It reliably recog-

nizes and safely handles ob-

jects. It understands verbal 

commands and responds sim-

ilarly. What is more, a sophis-

ticated sensor system enables 

the robot to see and even 

feel what is happening 

around it. Thus, it is able to 

react correctly all the time to 

any impending collision with 

an object or a person sud-

denly intruding on its motion 

sequence. This is an indis-

pensable prerequisite for safe 

use in human-centric work 

environments.

Together with another re-

search organization and six 

commercial companies, the 

Fraunhofer IFF worked on the  

mobile robot assistant for 

three years. It was of� cially 

presented at the Fraunhofer 

IFF ‘s 12th Science Days in 

Magdeburg in 2009. The 

work clearly paid off. Espe-

cially the wholly indepen-

dently executed work, which 

can be assigned to it simply 

by speaking to it, and the 

naturalness with which it in-

tuitively evades even unsus-

pected obstacles, such as a 

working rushing past, while 

underway, convey an impres-

sion of an astonishingly inde-

pendently acting companion. 

One is quickly tempted to as-

cribe a personality to the sys-

tem. While this lacks any 

foundation, it reveals how 

naturally the robot acts in its 

environment and how 

smoothly it could be integrat-

ed in our complex environ-

ments.

Testing in the Life Science 

Sector

The system receives its name 

from concen trated high-tech 

and research know-how, de-

rived from the eponymous 

project LiSA in which it was 

developed. 
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tems. They would facilitate � exibly interconnecting the sta-

tions and thus produce “virtual” production lines while fully 

retaining the functions for normal lab operation. They can also 

be used to smoothly integrate new stations such as measuring 

instruments into operations and eliminate any need for the 

complex conversion, extension or integration of a stationary 

automated station. In addition, assistance systems reduce the 

risk for human staff when they are working with hazardous 

substances. They take over their transport e.g. in cold storage, 

in safety zones and labs, and thus improve conditions in terms 

of contamination risk and sterility.

Bundled Know-how

Together with the Fraunhofer IFF, a total of eight partners 

joined forces in the LiSA project to develop the assistant robot. 

They combine extensive know-how in the domains of autono-

mous mobile systems, robotics, sensor systems and knowl-

edge-based systems as well as the domains of automatic guid-

ed vehicle systems, speech processing and visualization. In ad-

dition, KeyNeurotek AG, a company active in the life science 

sector was involved and tested the system directly in the � eld 

as an end user. Each of the partners in the consortium contrib-

uted an important subcomponent to the development. The 

Fraunhofer IFF was in charge of developing the manipulator 

and the safety sensor system that detects collisi ons. Further-

more, it was the coordinator of the overall project and acted 

as the system integrator. Thus, the staff was additionally given 

the job of effectively assembling all the subcomponents into a 

functioning robot.

The central challenge of the assistant robot was meeting the 

demands for the capability to integrate it in work environ-

ments shared with humans. Therefore, in addition to the de-

velopment of its functions, the aspects of safety, � exibility and 

interaction capability were particularly priorities.

Speech Input Control

In order to design staff interaction with the robot as simply as 

possible, user guidance was chosen, which did not prove to 

unnecessarily impede everyday lab routines. Thus, variants of 

multimodal interaction were developed for the system, which 
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Part of the Key Innovations. Service Robots funded 

by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research 

(BMBF), the joint project aimed to develop, con-

struct, and test a mobile, assistant robot suitable for 

everyday use, which would be implemented in labs 

of life science companies among other places. This 

will also be a model demonstration of the bene� ts 

generated by the use of such assistant robots for 

applications in other sectors such as health and 

nursing care, in open plan of� ces or in industry.

In particular, its tasks the lab � eld trial will include 

interacting with staff and lightening their routine 

workload. For instance, it will independently take 

over routine and transport jobs as well as loading 

stations. The hope is to signi� cantly boost through-

put and thus overall ef� ciency in labs by cost effec-

tively implementing innovative robot technologies 

and.

While various standardized automated solutions for 

biotech labs already exist, they cannot be imple-

mented in many facilities for reasons of cost and 

� exibility. Flexibility is frequently paramount in labs 

since test setups regularly have to be modi� ed for 

new requirements or capacities for extensive test 

setups that are only used sporadically simply do not 

exist. Therefore, an overwhelming majority of the 

jobs such as transport, preparations for tests or the 

loading of incubator, microscope, autoclave and pi-

petting stations for instance, is still performed man-

ually. Moreover, such unproductive jobs take up a 

great deal of the highly-quali� ed staff’s time.

Virtual Production Lines

First, it is essential to upgrade the aforementioned 

life science labs technically in order to boost ef� -

ciency and thus make them � t for den international 

competition. Autonomously operating assistance 

systems would be a solution suited to practice and a 

genuine alternative to stationary, automated sys-
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allow control and command input both by touchscreen with 

intuitive user guidance and natural speech. This allows staff to 

communicate with the assistant robot by means of simple 

voice command while it addresses its human colleagues in the 

same way. It asks speci� c questions when it has not clearly 

understood a command or lacks relevant information.

3-D Visualization for Navigation

In addition to communication, the display also performs other 

functions. It displays the system’s state and operations. Fur-

thermore, it performs an important navigation function and 

maps the robot’s work area before its � rst use. Simply by 

touching the screen, staff can de� ne particular work stations 

for the robot in a virtual representation of the previously 

scanned room.

The robot employs a sophisticated, highly sensitive system 

consisting of different optical meters and recorders to per-

ceives its environment. The robot orients itself with a laser 

scanner installed for this, which delivers a three-dimensional 

image of the environment, and a stereo camera system. 

It uses this sensor system to perceive, scans and visualize its 

environment as a three-dimensional image for navigation on 

the display and to locate its own position in space. In addition, 

the sensors are also responsible for near-� eld navigation. 

They help the robot coordinate its manipulators’ actions 

such as gripping and setting down a Petri dish absolutely 

safely and precisely.

Complex Safety Sensor Systems

Since the robot spends most of its time in the direct vicinity of 

humans, their safety has top priority. In order to ensure their 

safety, it also needs a system that enables it to detect humans 

without fail. The robot has an integrated thermographic cam-

era for this purpose with which it detects thermal radiation 

and also computes a human’s direction of motion and speed 

based on the pattern of the temperature curve and image se-

quence analysis. If the robot detects overlapping movements, 

it either restricts the working range of its manipulator or stops 

its activities entirely. That is not all though. The robot has a 

whole packet of extensive safety sensor systems that guaran-

tee human safety in every conceivable situation. 

In this regard, one of its most remarkable elements is its arti� -

cial tactile skin, which was also developed at the Fraunhofer 

IFF in Magdeburg and consists of a large number of intelligent 

force sensors arrayed on its surface. The pressure-sensitive sur-

face reports to the system precisely and in real time whether, 

when and how intensely it has be experienced contact. When 

a certain value is exceeded during such contact, a response 

follows: The robot halts immediately or terminates its current 

action, much like a human would respond.

Furthermore, an effort was made to keep the kinetic energy 

the robot requires to a minimum. To this end, both its design 

and the design of the drives for the mobile platform and the 

gripper were optimized. Should an unintentional collision oc-

cur though, the energy emanating from the system is so low 

that injuries are an impossibility.

Field Trial

The � rst real use of the assistant robot in the � eld at 

KeyNeurotek AG proceeded fully satisfying. In a relatively 

cramped structural setting with assorted work areas, it had 

to perform a number of tasks including transport among 

stations. 

The assistant robot completed its tasks in every situation 

without any problems. Understanding through voice com-

mands also passed the test optimally hat. Even in environ-

ments in which interfering background noises make communi-

cation dif� cult, LiSA understood its human colleagues every 

time and executed every task without any problem. 

LISA is a joint project with eight well-known partners. 

The Fraunhofer IFF developed LiSA’s manipulator.

Photo: Dirk Mahler 
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feasibility of the assistant 

robot’s construction and 

integration in our work 

environments has been 
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LiSA is impressive in practice: LiSA navigates spaces independently and above all safely. Language is 

predominantly used for communication. Photo: Markus Fritzsche 

impressively demonstrated, 

in follow-up projects are in-

tended to further utilize the 

knowledge acquired and 

tackle new issues that have 

emerged. For instance, navi-

gation in cramped spaces 

should be improved further. 

The energy supply must also 

be assured for an even longer 

period. Above all, more ef� -

cient batteries are intended 

to be developed for this. 

The tactile skin also holds 

great potential. At any rate, 

industry intends to soon im-

plement this innovation as 

a collision detector.

The robot LiSA will also pro� t 

from this continued develop-

ment. The successful � eld 

trial in the industrial environ-

ment of a life science labor 

cleared the way for its use 

other contexts. 

Its special design and opera-

tion predestine it for use as 

an assistant in hospitals and 

nursing homes among other 

places. Hence, we will pre-

sumably encounter LISA 

again in various places quite 

soon. 

Thus, it will become the � rst 

of potentially many further 

generations of autonomous 

mobile assistant robots in our 

daily routine.

The developers as well as 

the project sponsor were 

extremely satis� ed with the 

outcome.

Outlook

Development is by no means 

� nished though. While the 

Contact:

Dr. Norbert Elkmann

Robotic Systems

Telephone +49 391 4090-222

Telefax +49 391 4090-93-222

norbert.elkmann@iff.fraunhofer.de
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HUMANS AND ROBOTS: 
PLAYING IT SAFE TOGETHER 

R E S E A R C H  &  D E V E L O P M E N T

Dr. Norbert Elkmann, Christoph Walter and

Marco Schumann

Companies have to develop different products 

ever faster.  This  means that present-day indus-

tr ia l  manufactur ing systems have to be adapted 

and made f lex ib le.  One of the responses to this 

chal lenge is  a new generat ion of robots.  In the 

future,  autonomous mobi le and stat ionary robots 

wi l l  be at  our s ide and direct ly  support  us dur-

ing many work processes.  So that humans and 

robots are able to work in shared environments 

and interact  without interference,  constant 

safety has to be guaranteed for humans f i rst  and 

foremost.  In the project  V iERforES,  researchers 

at  the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are working 

on complex monitor ing and control  tech nologies 

that wi l l  assure this .

Robots and humans together in one integrat-

ed work process, technicians moving safely in 

the midst of operating industrial robots and 

auto nomous assistance systems that impres-

sively navigate hallways in full of� ce buildings 

without bumping or even injuring anyone – 

what sounds like wishful thinking will soon 

become reality. A humans remove themselves 

from industrial manufacturing processes ever 

further, robots are taking their place. They are 

more ef� cient, precise and � exible than we. 

They do not need sleep. They neither have 

problems with concentration nor suffer from a 

lack of motivation. They always complete even 

monotonous activities without tiring and do 

not even demand vacation in return.

Machines that work virtually nonstop have 

longs since become the backbone of our in-

dustrialized world. Without them, our society 

would be completely different. However, since 

they are unable to replace us entirely we will 

most likely work together with them in the fu-

ture, in one room and probably even hand-in-

hand. While the machine takes over the mo-

notonous or dangerous tasks, humans will be 

able to devote themselves to more complex 

related activities. Consequently, as is already 

the case in other domains, operations will be 

signi� cantly faster and improved, the quality 

of production increases, humans experience 

less physical stress and valuable human re-

sources are freed.

Robots Don’t See Us

Robots’ chief drawbacks are also a reason why 

such interlinked cooperation has not yet been 

actually implemented . One drawback is their 

ability to easily injure us, even if unintentional-

ly. Industrial robots in particular often exert 
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forces of tons with their manipulators or work with dangerous 

tools and are not yet equipped to perceive us as relevant ob-

jects or react to us at all. This represents a considerable safety 

risk for us people if we would have to work in their vicinity. 

Therefore, the work areas of humans and such automated, 

� exible systems are still usually strictly separated

However, the intention is to overcome this separation so that, 

in the future, robots also support us in many other domains of 

life and relieve us during work. The possibilities of such sup-

porting activities are virtually boundless. Whether as indepen-

dent small assistance units in healthcare or heavy manufactur-

ing robots during the assembly of vehicles, the intention every-

where is to bring them closer to people. After all, the separa-

tion of work areas still necessary causes more than just costs 

because this separation must be always be maintained during 

the construction of production facilities. Much work during 

which machines could � exibly support humans when perform-

ing particularly dangerous or dif� cult jobs during an integrated 

work process is not feasible. Instead, such activities muds be 

performed in separate stages of manufacturing. The deburring 

of metal parts is an example of a job that would greatly bene-

� t from the collaboration of human and machine. While a ro-

bot takes over the mechanical part, the deburring, humans 

could simultaneously devote themselves to less strenuous but 

more complex activities such as quality control.

ViERforES: Industrial Engineering

The researchers at the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are work-

ing on a technology intended to make this possible in the fu-

ture. Together with three other well-known research organiza-

tion, they developed new industrial applications that utilize vir-

tual and augmented reality (VR and AR) in the project ViER-

forES. The two and a half year long project ends in 2010 and 

is being supported by the Federal Ministry for Education and 

Research. It has � ve main foci, logistics, medical engineering, 

power engineering, vehicle engineering and industrial engi-

neering, for which new methods to safely and reliably imple-

ment embedded systems, i.e. embedded digital computer sys-

tems, are to be found. One of the topics chie� y being worked 

on at the Fraunhofer IFF is industrial engineering. The team of 

researchers aim to enable humans and robots to directly inter-

act in a manufacturing process. Among other things, they are 

developing an integrated safety system that allows humans 

and robots to safely share a work area without noticeably af-

fecting the work process.

This combination of humans’ and robots’ skills in one work 

process generate numerous bene� ts. Without tiring, a robot 

constantly recurring and strenuous routine activities. Humans 

on the other hand are relieved of work and can, in turn, better 

bring their qualities, e.g. creativity and � exible problem solving 

skills, into play. In such situa tions, humans always contribute 

their experience to the process of problem solving. They re-

sourcefully and quickly solve immediate problems that would 

otherwise only be solvable by laboriously modifying the auto-

mated system’s program. However, the advantages of both 

can be exploited when they are connected by their direct in-

teraction, for instance when a worker is able to directly in� u-

ence the robot’s work.

Complex Sensor Systems Assure Safety

Various solution to this challenge are being worked on at the 

Fraunhofer IFF. Safe robot controls are just as important for 

this as excellent interoperability. Not least, a technology is 

needed, which reliably captures individuals and their move-

ments in a robot’s workspace and, so to speak, teach the ro-

bot to see what is happening outside its immediate sphere of 

activity and respond at the right moment. To do so, effective 

dynamic safe areas are created around a robot in which its 

current posi tion and the particular concrete work step are 

monitored. When a collision with the environment or a human 

is impending, the robot immediately stops it movements.
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Robots assume the widest variety of tasks in the automo-

tive and supplier industry. Human and robots working in 

a shared space without protective barriers is still wishful 

thinking. Both workspace remain strictly separated in 

everyday manufacturing. Photo: www.kuka.com
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Establishing virtual dynamic safe zones in a robot’s direct ork-

space necessitated the development of a reliable, high-resolu-

tion sensor system able to precisely capture a robot and the 

area of a robot’s and human’s movement. 

The Fraunhofer IFF is testing complex sensor systems for this, 

which may consist of laser scanners, ultrasonic sensors, tactile 

sensors, thermal and 3-D cameras and the related data pro-

cessing system. In the course of considering the pros and cons 

of the different methods, the researchers quickly decided in 

favor of a combination of two technologies. One consists of 

a time-of-� ight camera. It takes pictures of the environment 

while simultaneously determining the distance of the indivi-

dual pixels from its location. However, the resolution, i.e. the 

number of pixels of present time-of-� ight cameras, is too low 

to capture every detail of an environment. Hence another con-

ventional camera is employed for 2-D pictures with a fare bet-

ter resolution. This information is superimposed on the time-

of-� ight camera’s pictures. The outcome is an excellent three-

imensional picture of the environment.

The advantages of such a system are its excellent registration 

of space and � exible options to visually reproduce and contin-

ue using acquired data. The pictures taken by the cameras 

can, in turn be visualized excellently in AR applications. This 

provides the basis to make the measured values easily visible 

and more manageable for engineers. 

This bene� ts the con� guration and control of a robot and the 

direct monitoring and diagnosis of its movements. In addition, 

virtual applications are scalable and thus extremely � exible to 

implement, i.e., they can be used on laptops and even hand-

helds. This increases engineers’ mobility, which is more than 

just an invaluable advantage in large companies and expansive 

production facilities. It enables engineers to conveniently take 

necessary control and display systems with them to the ma-

chine and thus control and monitor it directly on site. 

Con� guring dynamic Safe Zones

To setup and monitor dynamic safe zones, the sensor systems 

consisting of 2-D and 3-D cameras are mounted directly above 

or even on a robot where every type of potential obstacle, e.g. 

a human working in the immediate vicinity, can be detected 

immediately. At the same time, the sensor system and robot 

are closely interconnected and continuously exchange data on 

obstacles and motion sequences. Geometric areas in these sys-

tem’s interaction are calculated, which form a situation-depen-

The robotic experts at the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg are 

working on enabling humans and robots to share a space, 

completely without protective barriers. Augmented reality 

is used to make visible safe and danger zones located in the 

space beforehand. Photo: Christian Vogel
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The sensor systems view of a person in the monitored work area. 

The system is closely connected with the robot. The robot promptly 

detects a human in its immediate vicinity and initiates the appropri-

ate response. 
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dent, virtual safe zone. From the per-

spective of the sensor systems, it must 

remain free to prevent collisions. 

Thus, the safe area around the equip-

ment is always adapted to the particu-

lar situation and can thus be designed 

to be as small and � exible as possible. 

A robot must only stop or decelerate 

its motions whenever this is really 

necessary and not because a person 

has entered a pessimistically designed, 

large secured area around the ma-

chine.

Stationary and mobile Assistant robots 

equipped with this technology are able 

to move together with humans in one 

area of production without presenting 

any risk of injury. In addition to making 

statio nary units safe, the researchers at 

the Fraunhofer IFF have also developed 

on-board solutions. Aided by the same 

technology, they will guarantee that 

dealings with autonomous mobile as-

sistance systems are safe too.

LISA Tested

Among other robots, this technology is 

currently being tested on LISA, a small 

mobile assistant robot developed at 

the Fraunhofer IFF. This autonomously 

operating robot is designed for use in 

the life science sector where it will in-

dependently work together with lab 

staff in one room. Its task will primarily 

include simple, frequently time-con-

suming activities, which it will perform 

day and night. This will enable it to ex-

pediently relive highly quali� ed techni-

cal staff of work, consequently valuably 

boosting ef� ciency in advanced medi-

cal labs in other ways. However, one 

of the major challenges was that it will 

have to regularly freely move among 

people, independently register its envi-

ronment, navigate and execute tasks 

with the aid of its manipulator. 

Without the proper sensor system, 

it could have inadvertently striking 

or pinning a human easily when 

changing position. Therefore, LISA 

was an outstanding test candidate for 

the safety mechanisms designed at the 

Fraunhofer IFF. In tests, it used the 

permanently installed sensor system 

to stock individual workplaces. 

This technology has enabled LISA to 

use its robotic arm with mechanical 

speed and ef� ciency at these work-

places without endangering staff 

working in the immediate ef� ciency. 

That not only makes the developers 

happy. It will also be instrumental in 

the acceptance of such an assistant 

robot by the human staff working 

with it.

Contact:

Dr. Norbert Elkmann

Robotic Systems

Telephone +49 391 4090-222 

Telefax +49 391 4090-93-222

norbert.elkmann@iff.fraunhofer.de
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Strengthening Competitiveness by 

Upgrading Virtual Technologies

Virtual technologies now belong to advanced indus-

tries’ key competencies. The diversity of their po-

tential uses and their potential to optimize develop-

ment and manufacturing processes are tremendous. 

Therefore, advancing their further development and 

How are objects  actual ly  converted into 

v i r tual  models? Highly eff ic ient 3-D mea-

surement systems and 3-D methods of 

evaluat ion extend the range of uses of 

v i r tual  technologies with new f ie lds of ap-

pl icat ion.  3-D geo me try scanning has a lso 

supporting their ef� cient integration in companies is an effective 

element of German economic policy. 

Among other places, this goal is being pursued in the Virtual Technolo-

gies Innovation Alliance (IA VT), an amalgamation of several projects 

supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Part of 

this development network, the joint projects AVILUS und AVILUSplus 

are working on the development and testing of new technologies in 

the context of virtual and augmented reality for industrial applications. 

FROM POINT CLOUD
TO DIGITAL MODEL 
Dr. Dirk Berndt

grown in importance as demand for the integrat ion of real 

objects  in v i r tual  scenar ios has r isen.  In order to respond 

to industry’s  increased requirements,  the Fraunhofer IFF is 

developing new, innovat ive methods to both opt imize the 

method of 3-D measurement and the output technologies 

and modify them for future tasks.
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In AVILUS, a consortium of twenty-eight well-known partners 

from industry, medium-sized enterprises, research and aca-

demia is bundling its research activities in the � eld of virtual 

technologies in the precompetitive domain where � elds of ap-

plication are identi� ed from the perspective of industry, which 

hold particular potential for the use of technologies virtual re-

ality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)« technologies.

Developing Tomorrow’s VR and AR Applications

A demand for technologies beyond the work packages of AVI-

LUS, which have a comparatively higher implementation risk 

and a longer range development horizon, quickly became evi-

dent In this process. Under the lead management of Magde-

burg’s Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automa-

tion, nine well-known research organizations are now working 

on these applications with an even stronger orientation to-

ward the future in the project AVILUSplus. With an eye on 

their real uses, they are developing technologies that will prob-

ably only be implemented in some years because they will re-

quire greater modi� cation. 

Scanning Real Objects’ Geometry

The envisioned technologies also include improved systems 

that scan real objects’s geometry and their simpli� ed integra-

tion in future industrial AR/VR applications. The motivation for 

this is the increased demand for the digitization of every prod-

uct, machine and plant involved in the manufacturing process. 

The goal is to make them as widely available digitally as possi-

ble so they can be used for further process optimization in the 

widest variety of virtual applications. However, engineers are 

not always able to fall back on products’ digital design data 

(CAD), the foundation for modeling virtual scenes and simulat-

ing products in 3-D. 

Thus, interest in 3-D metrology and 3-D evaluation has grown 

in recent years. It can be used to retroactively scan and digitize 

real objects’ geometry. Unfortunately, the further develop-

ment of the technology needed for this has not kept pace ev-

erywhere with the ever more widely distributed applications 

and increased requirements. The basic background extremely 

weak interconnection of instrumentation engineering and al-

gorithms for further processing. 

The typical methods of scanning real objects’ geometry are 

passive, e.g. photogrammetry, or active, e.g. laser time-of-

� ight measurement or laser triangulation. Viewed mathemati-

cally, the digital map of an object they generate is a set of 

points in three-dimensional space, a so-called point cloud. 

Such point clouds deliver excellent results when digitally de-

scribing real objects in three-dimensions. However, the volume 

of data they generate is their handicap. Depending on the size 

of the scanned object, the volume of data can be immense. 

They current software application are able to manage them 

only with dif� culty if at all. In addition, this task can only be 

handled with expert knowledge because of the multitude of 

methods of measurement and the complexity of processing 

the recorded data.

Simplifying the Methods 

Therefore, the Fraunhofer IFF is developing innovative meth-

ods with which this problem can be circumvented in the fu-

ture. The goal is to greatly simplify the methods and tools em-

ployed. Data acquisition and processing are intended to be de-

signed so uncomplicatedly that they function without explicit 

expert knowledge and can be smoothly integrated in the 

work� ow of planners and engineers. 

In a � rst step, primarily the ef� cient reduction of the volume 

of data was researched. New methods were developed, which 

Methods of non-contact opti-

cal 3-D measurement can be 

used to monitor processing 

quality processing and product 

safety throughout the entire 

manufacturing process and be-

yond. Photo: Thomas Dunker
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allow a reduction without any appreciable loss of quality. 

The decision was mad, for instance, to primarily concentrate 

on the regions of the scanned object relevant for the actual 

task. All other regions are only incorporated in reduced 

complexity.

Formalizing the Data Structure

In a second step, a standardized export of the collected 

measured 3-D data into mathematical models that can be 

processed further was worked on, which can subsequently 

be used uncomplicatedly in different AR/VR applications.

This also includes the feedback of the data obtained into the 

speci� ed digital target model, which consists of 3-D CAD data. 

The digital CAD models will be automatically exported into the 

point clouds, i.e. the set of measured data. Ultimately, this ba-

sis will make it possible to compare the actual and target state 

of even extremely complex real objects precisely and in great 

detail.

Accelerating As-built Analysis

One of the future tasks for such technologies will be an as-

built analysis for industrial systems. This will enable engineers 

to directly compare newly built or selectively expanded pro-

duction facilities with virtual 3-D target models. Even small de-

viations of the constructed production facility from the plan-

ning data will be detected immediately. Potential errors or un-

known speci� cities of the real objects can already be respond-

ed to at an early stage. That is less expensive and time con-

suming than the practices often still common in plant engi-

neering today.

This method functions the other way around too. For 

instance,models of planned retro� ts, additions or redesigns of 

plants can already be compared virtually with the existing sur-

roundings beforehand. This enables planners to confront their 

models virtually with the real conditions and so already obtain 

an idea early on whether they can actually be adjusted to the 

real production environment. Afterward, the measured differ-

ence and deviations will be visualized and feed back into the 

CAD model. Both the manufacturers and operators of plant 

will equally pro� t from these tremendous bene� ts. 

In-process Manufacturing Metrology

Manufacturing metrology is another example of ef� cient, 

innovative use of greatly improved scanning methods. Digital 

technologies are especially predestined for this task because 

manufactured parts often have to be measured during the 

manufacturing process and compared with their target data 

to assure production quality. Frequently, this has to be done 

at very high speed and with a multitude of measuring points 

while simultaneously minimizing the error rate. An industrially 

manufactured car wheel, for instance, has around eighty fea-

tures, which are essential to measure in such a process. How-

ever, the time available for this is ten seconds at most. Since 

the human eye is no longer up to such tasks, they can only 

be handled by digital metrology.

The problem with scanning every objects’ geometry is addi-

tionally the challenge of integrating optical metrology directly 

in the manufacturing process. Since production speeds are 

usually very high, data must be acquired, processed and out-

put in very short time. In order to meet these conditions, spe-

cial testing equipment is installed, which do their job either 

separately or integrated in the manufacturing process, i.e. as 

a closed quality control loop. They can be used to automatical-

ly evaluate data ef� ciently and precisely even under dif� cult 

conditions. The advantage of this method is its cross-industry 

use. Appropriate testing equipment can be implemented in 

automotive, aircraft or other sectors of manufacturing without 

a problem.
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Optical 3-D measurement system for car rim quality assurance. 

Photo: Bernd Liebl
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Worker Assistance

In addition, to support comparison operations between real and virtual en-

vironment, technologies will also be developed, which insert model infor-

mation in the correct position in an AR system during the analysis of a real 

scene. Such technology will be used, for instance, for worker assistance to 

provide support during the assembly of components that are complex or 

vary in design. The real workpieces are compared with the digital nominal 

speci� cations of the 3-D CAD data with the aid of combined camera and 

display systems. To this end, the Fraunhofer IFF developed a new system 

that is located directly at the workplace rather than with the worker. 

The system uses several cameras located above the workplace to detect 

the recorded object data as a three-dimensional image. It estimates the 

object’s correct position and analyzes the progress of work through a 

comparison with the nominal speci� cation from the 3-D CAD system. 

During this integrated assembly check, a real time decision is made 

whether the camera image and thus the real object corresponds with 

the digital speci� cation. In the case of an error, corresponding information 

is generated and displayed to the worker by the AR system. Otherwise, 

the next work step or the subsequently installed component is visualized 

on the display.

User-oriented Re� nement of the Assistance Systems

Unfortunately, this method has frequently not been properly accepted 

by users, normally because of both the system’s poor ergonomics and 

its insuf� cient � exibility, which does not leave workers any latitude for 

their own decisions. Therefore, the Fraunhofer IFF in Magdeburg worked 

on alternative data output options. 

The solution is touch displays. They are located 

above the workplace where they provide rather 

unobtrusive assistance.

At the same time, the inspection system was 

also made more � exible. Depending on their 

level of performance and knowledge, workers 

can individually determine its accuracy and the 

level of inspection. Thus it can be adjusted for 

differently quali� ed employees. This signi� cantly 

increased their satisfaction with and acceptance 

of the system in tests. This creates a � exible self-

monitoring option for workers. Given present 

requirements on production quality on assembly 

lines, this ought to be a welcome aid. In addi-

tion, supporting automatic inspection was suc-

cessfully integrated in the human-centered man-

ufacturing process. Another of the workers’ de-

mands will be implemented in the future. Work-

ers will be enabled to give the system direct 

feedback when the nominal speci� cation is erro-

neous to which it responds and corrects itself.

Interdisciplinary Work

The technologies for geometry scanning and 

geometric data processing and visualization are 

continually growing in importance, not least be-

cause of the progressive use of virtual solutions 

to optimize industrial processes. However, that 

will not be possible without the interdisciplinary 

collaboration of all the participating technology 

developers and users on an equal footing. 

This is the only way to guarantee the accuracy 

and completeness required of digital product and 

plant models. This is ultimately the prerequisite 

for a synergetic use of these technologies in the 

many different � elds of industrial application – 

and thus also for their maximum potential effec-

tiveness in the sense of their inno vative and sus-

tainable use.

Contact:

Dr. Dirk Berndt

Measurement and Testing Technology

Telephone +49 391 4090-224 |

Telefax +49 391 4090-93-224

dirk.berndt@iff.fraunhofer.de
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Assistance overlay with camera image.
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INSPECTING SITES BY
CLICKING A MOUSE 
Andreas Höpfner

The people in Saxony-Anhalt have been “early risers” far 

longer than the state has been using the phrase for branding. 

While surveys reveal that alarm clocks in Saxony-Anhalt go 

off nine minutes earlier than elsewhere in Germany, there is 

far more to this than meets the eye. 

“Early rising” re� ects the state’s mentality. Not only technical 

innovations but also progressive ideas and individuals from 

Saxony-Anhalt have repeatedly changed Germany and the 

world: Henry was appointed the � rst King of the Germans in 

Quedlinburg. His son Otto I later became the � rst emperor. 

Luther established the foundations of the Protestant Church 

Global  compet i t ion for investors is  compel l ing 

states,  d istr icts  and munic ipal i t ies  to come up 

with more and more ideas.  The days of brochures 

and v ideos appear to be long past .  New market ing 

methods are being sought to draw potent ia l  inves-

tors’  attent ion to a locat ion. 

One opt ion is  interact ive v i r tual  3-D project ions 

l ike those the Fraunhofer IFF creates.  Whether in-

dustr ia l  and commercia l  parks or downtowns – ev-

eryone enjoys steal ing away to a v i r tual  wor ld.  This 

makes s i te search by mouse c l ick an exper ience. 
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in Wittenberg. The Early German Enlightenment originated 

with Thomasius in Halle. The region was already one of the 

most productive and economically advanced at the start of 

the 20th century. Outstanding technical innovations have 

been the cornerstone of this progress. With his hemisphere 

experiment in 1654, Otto von Guericke ushered in the age 

of experimental physics and thus the utilization of new tech-

nologies. Specialists in Quedlinburg laid the foundations of 

seed cultivation over one hundred years ago. In the 20th 

century, the � rst fully metal airplane in Europe came off the 

line in Junkers factories in Dessaul. Agfa in Wolfen presented 

the � rst color � lm in the world. The Buna factories arose 

when synthetic rubber was invented. 

Saxony-Anhalt sets standards to this day. Twenty years after 

the fall of the Wall, international investors, � rst and foremost 

American followed by Belgian and French companies, have 

invested over nine billion euros in 300 supported projects and 

created or secured over 36,000 jobs. Thus, Saxony-Anhalt is 

the state with the most foreign direct investments. 

New factories mean new jobs. While this equation is relatively 

simple in theory at least, it proves to be far more dif� cult in 

practice. After all, competition for potential investors is intensi-

fying not least because of much talked about globalization – 

and regions are only able to be successful in the long term 

when the offer companies willing to locate there the most 

extensive services possible. This includes excellent conditions 

for investments, which facilitated and uncomplicated and fast 

start. Again and again, Saxony-Anhalt ranks at the top, e.g. 

in infrastructure, research scene, potential skilled labor and 

funding opportunities. However, anyone intent on convincing 

investors of their advantages needs extraordinarily good site 

marketing that is ef� cient is and sustainable. 

The trend is moving toward innovative site information 

systems that provide interested executives a comprehensive 

overview of the current offering of properties available at a 

site. The Fraunhofer IFF has developed an ef� cient and simul-

taneously inexpensive  that visualizes siting options. It is an 

innovative tool for practical use for investor recruitment, 

which relies on virtual technologies. With the aid of an inter-

nally developed software, virtual 3-D projections photorealisti-

cally and effectively visualize complete industrial and commer-

cial parks – from the undeveloped lot to construction planning 

up through already extant real factory buildings or chemical 

plants.

City planning in cyberspace: Virtual interactive model of the city of 

Stassfurt in Saxony-Anhalt. Pictured here is an impressive 360 degree 

visualization in the Elbe Dom at the Virtual Development and Train-

ing Centre VDTC. Photo: Dirk Mahler
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High-tech meets tradition: Wittenberg’s beautiful 

historic city hall virtually represented in a model of 

the city.
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 Virtual Site Inspection

Interested parties can obtain 

an overview of suitable indus-

trial and commercial parks by 

clicking a mouse – they be-

come part of a virtual inspec-

tion on site. The whole thing 

appears concrete and so 

amazingly real that one might 

forget that one is in a virtual 

environment. 

The applications are not only 

restricted to passive visualiza-

tion: Users may change their 

location and view any time 

and interactively retrieve ad-

ditional information. Unde-

veloped plots, plot sizes, pric-

es, available connections, 

maximum building heights, 

to � nd out whether potential 

partners are already located 

at the site, the basic logistical 

conditions suit the planned 

investment or other synergy 

effects are possible. 

The Fraunhofer experts are 

convinced that the time is 

right for this new marketing 

instrument. Why? More and 

more business promoters 

have been calling. The Mag-

deburg researchers latest 

project was to visualize the 

industrial and commercial 

parks in Piesteritz, Oranien-

baum and Vockerode on be-

half of the District of Witten-

berg’s Business Development 

Agency. In the � rst step, the 

model of the sites’ terrain 

based on two-dimensional 

The virtual model of the industrial park in Piesteritz 

is used to attract investors, among other things. 
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site plans in GIS and CAD for-

mats was converted into in 

three-dimensional data. The 

methods and tools available 

for this are already largely au-

tomated. Once the plots are 

visible in the virtual model as 

3-D, they are combined with 

digital onsite photographs 

and plot information from al-

ready existing database. This 

provides the basis to inte-

grate 3-D building models in 

the virtual environment with 

varying levels of detail. Here 

too, additional background 

information assures that the 

model environment possesses 

not only visual quality but 

also high informational value. 

Supplementary 3-D objects 

in the surroundings such as 

vegetation and street lighting 

enhance the realism of the 

virtual 3-D model and round 

out the overall impression.

The time required to create 

such a 3-D model varies in a 

manageable time frame, pro-

vided the raw data are com-

pletely available and have the 

proper quality. Ultimately, a 

very vivid 3-D model of the 

onsite situation is produced, 

which delivers detailed and 

memorable impressions even 

in from the perspective of pe-

destrians – even paving, curbs 

or street lighting are visible. 

At the request of the market-

ers of Wittenberg, the visual-

ization experts integrated 

model structures in the indus-

trial areas. This enable inves-

tors to literally enter the 

world of their imagination 

during their virtual tour and 

� nd answers before the � rst 

excavators even start rolling: 

soil quality, funding opportu-

nities and distances to other 

points –  if required, a plot’s 

essential master data is inter-

actively exported from a 

property database and insert-

ed into the virtual 3-D model. 

However, potential investors 

do not judge a site’s quality 

solely through the character-

istics of the available undevel-

oped lands. Flanking site fac-

tors, e.g. companies already 

present at the site, tend to be 

critically important. Hence, 

background information on 

already present companies, 

the surrounding infrastruc-

ture and other site qualities 

can also be retrieved. This 

enables potential investors 
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What will the 100 by 50 meter large building look like? Will 

the 70 meter high complex be the highest at the site? Con-

crete ideas become tangible and visible. This function appears 

to be worthwhile not only for potential builders but also actors 

responsible for building codes or cultural heritage manage-

ment. 

Virtual 3-D Technologies in City Planning

However, not only the virtual 3-D technologies of the Fraun-

hofer Institute in Magdeburg are not important for site mar-

keting. Virtual interactive three-dimensional projections are 

also used in city planning, e.g. to plan and present complex 

construction projects as part of urban redevelopment. Even 

before these innovative technologies were applied to develop 

the business of industrial and commercial parks, the � rst proj-

ects of this kind had been implemented to support city plan-

ning and urban redevelopment.

For instance, planned construction and designs can be dis-

cussed in Lutherstadt Wittenberg in extremely vividly with a 

virtual 3-D model of the downtown. The photorealistic 3-D 

building models enable viewers to understand plans and de-

signs quickly and very precisely without requiring any prior 

knowledge of construction.

Users can follow the footsteps of the Reformer Martin Luther 

by clicking a mouse. The model originally designed to support 

urban redevelopment is now helping business promoters com-

municate the UNESCO World Heritage City’s soft site factors. 

A virtual tour through the historic downtown with historical 

highlights such as the world famous Castle Church, the Mel-

anchthon house, the Cranach houses and the historic town 

hall, reveals the city’s appeal and the high quality of life there.

In turn, other cities use three-dimensional projections to dis-

cuss issues of urban redevelopment and highlight the success-

ful transformation. The innovative tool from the Fraunhofer In-

stitute was also used by the city of Stassfurt to seek solutions 

to redesign the downtown for the International Building Exhi-

bition (IBA). The IBA city had set itself the goal of a new and 

attractive appearance in the downtown through urban rede-

velopment. The city fathers made use of virtual reality to make 

the topic tangible and hold discussions with residents. The 

Ministry of State Development and Transportation contracted 

the Fraunhofer IFF to produce a virtual 3-D model of down-

town Stassfurt in which real urban construction projects and 

neighborhoods are represented three-dimensionally and pho-

torealistically. This makes it possible to make the advances 

achieved in urban redevelopment more accessible to the gen-

eral public. Such virtual time travel is capable of showing more 

than a downtown’s transformation. It is also ideal for present-

ing developments and reclamation of industrial and commer-

cial areas. This was done in Zeitz where the Fraunhofer experts 

den converted the chemical and industrial park in Zeitz into a 

virtual three-dimensional model that displays different tempo-

ral states. This enables viewers to obtain an overview of the 

demolition and construction work at the site. Today, the 232 

hectare premises are completely developed and connected to 

the network of state and federal highways. More than half of 

the commercial properties have been sold to investors. In order 

to � nd takers for the last undeveloped plots too, the ZSG 

Zeitzer Standortgesellschaft mbH is again making use of the 

visualization technology from the experts in Magdeburg who 

are presently integrating a property database in the model. 

This enables investment recruiters to present available plots 

and potentials by clicking a mouse and guide interested par-

ties through the site without having to go outside.

So far, primarily two methods have been used to present 

the virtual 3-D models. One method employs a computer 

or laptop equipped with special software. Another method, 

the Fraunhofer IFF’s mobile 3-D projection, is ideal for trade 

shows. Anyone wearing the 3-D glasses can literally immerse 
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150 years of salt mining in Stassfurt have caused 

subsidences in historic downtown to which some 

individual valuable buildings have fallen prey. Lands 

around the subsidences, which are no longer suit-

able for building, are redeveloped into open areas. 

For instance, the downtown lake might look like 

this in the future. The virtual model can be used to 

discuss different designs.
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in the virtual environment and experience it three-dimension-

ally. Among other places, the mobile projection surface was 

used at ExpoReal 2009, world’s largest trade fair for commer-

cial property in Munich in October. At Saxony-Anhalt’s joint 

booth, various locations were provided support for their pre-

sentations, e.g. the industrial parks in Piesteritz, Oranienbaum, 

Vockerode and Zeitz, the downtowns of Luthersttadt Eisleben 

and Luthersttadt Wittenberg and Magdeburg and Stassfurt. 

However, anyone looking for a really special presentation ex-

perience actually ought to travel to Magdeburg to the the Elbe 

Dom at the Virtual Development and Training Centers VDTC. 

It houses the Fraunhofer IFF’ Mixed Reality Lab for large-area 

interactive visualizations. Overwhelming classic projection sys-

tems, its immense dimensions make it particularly suited for 

presenting larger objects on a scale of 1:1 – for instance, for 

large contiguous industrial sites. The Elbe Dom’s shape resem-

bles a cylinder with a diameter of 16 meters and a height of 

6.5 meters. This gives it a 360° projection surface of over 300 

m². Six high-tech laser projectors deliver images in optimal 

quality. The images’ depth of � eld and true color far surpasses 

comparable conventional projections. The surround-screen 

gives viewers the impression of being in the midst of the 

virtual environment. 

The days in which interested parties had to tramp through an 

industrial park in rubber boots to obtain an initial impression 

are over. VR technology’s potential appears to be far from 

exhausted. Conceivably, even individual companies could be 

“visited” during a virtual tour of a site, a look at production 

could be taken or the range of products could be run through 

– all virtually of course. Such a comprehensive presentation 

can be used, for instance, to present the Magdeburg, a center 

of heavy machinery manufacturing rich in tradition, with a few 

clicks of a mouse. Fraunhofer’s visualization experts have 

already gathered ideas for this – true early risers after all. 

Contact:

Andreas Höpfner

Virtual Prototyping

Telephone +49 391 4090-116 | Telefax +49 391 4090-774

andreas.hoepfner@iff.fraunhofer.de

Virtual city models are extremely useful for site marketing. 

A virtual outing can entice tourists or investors to go on 

a longer visit, before they have even set foot in a city. 

Photo: Dirk Mahler
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F R A U N HO F E R  I N S T I T U T E  F O R  F A C T O RY

O P E R AT I O N  A N D  A U T OMAT I O N  I F F

PLANT 
ENGINEERING
OF THE FUTURE

MARCH 4-5,2010
MAGDEBURG 

EFFICIENCY IN THE PLANT LIFE CYCLE is an issue that
preoccupies every manufacturer and operator of in-
dus trial plants. Industry experts see clear potential 
for optimization. Concepts for solutions that increase 
resource efficiency are in demand. Technical innova-
tions and new control tools for efficient manufactur-
ing will enable you to secure a competitive edge in
the future. Join the discussion with Germany’s experts.

www.iff.fraunhofer.de

In cooperation with:

      E D I T O R I A L  N O T E S
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In these days when cost  effect iveness determines 

susta inabi l i ty ,  resource-eff ic ient ,manufactur ing 

has long ceased to be an issue of environmen-

tal  protect ion.  Hence,  ever more companies are 

focusing their  investment decis ions on eff ic iency 

technologies.  Robeta Holz OHG in Brandenburg 

resolved to economize susta inably a l l  a long the 

l ine.  The wood process ing company turned to the 

Fraunhofer Inst i tute in Magdeburger to implement 

i ts  v is ion.  Companies and the environment equal ly 

benef i t  f rom the researcher’s  solut ions.  I t  doesn’t 

get any better  than that. 

Nature as far as the eye can see. The Uckermark, just under 60 

kilometers northeast from Berlin is a unique landscape with 

water, open expanses, forests and wilderness. 400 rivers, 

streams and lakes, three national parks and 75,000 hectares 

of forest, more than almost anywhere else in Germany. Thus it 

is no surprise that the largest independently run sawmill in 

eastern Germany is based in this region. Founded in 1991, Ro-

beta Holz OHG processes timber, primarily pine but also Doug-

las � r, larch and spruce, into lumber ready for sale as construc-

tion lumber and raw material for the wood processing indus-

try. It produces structural lumber, planed boards, feathered 

boards and the like. Its customers include lumber retailers, tim-

ber builders, carpenters and the packaging indus try. Its deliv-

ery area extends from Germany throughout all of Europe, 

North America and Asia.

Every day, forty to � fty truckloads arrive at the mill’s premises 

in Milmersdorf from the surrounding regional. Once they have 

been unloaded, the logs are measured electronically, then 

barked and sawn. Two cuts are possible. The computer guided 

combination of cutters and vertical band saws trim the logs 

highly precisely. Dimensions of up to 40 x 40 cm with lengths 

of 2.50 m to 13 m are posible.

OFF THE BEATEN PATH
Dr. Matthias Gohla and Dr. Martin Endig
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Where the chips fall …

Robeta processes around 300,000 solid cubic meters 

of timber a year. Large quantities of rsiues high in 

energy are produced during production every day 

fallen. “Why not us this?” management thought. 

After all, energy is always in demand. Therefore, they 

turned to the process and plant engineers at the 

Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Auto-

mation IFF who had previously provided consulting 

to and designed an appropriate plant for Holzindus-

trie Templin GmbH, a nearby company with a com-

parable range of products. The energy experts in 

Magdeburg quickly determined that the quantity of 

residues produced at Robeta also justi� ed thoughts 

about a biomass-� red cogeneration plant. 

The thusly generated electricity could be used for the 

mill’s production process or fed into the public grid 

and remunerated in accordance with the Renewable 

Energy Act (EEG). The sawmill even had a need for 

the heat produced during the cogeneration process 

since it did not have a lumber drying kiln that would 

considerably enhance the quality of the wooden 

product from Milmersdorf and additionally increase 

value added in the company. 

Thus, they were seeking an innovatively engineered 

plant that simultaneously covers the heat require-

ment and generates electricity. Being able to consid-

er commercially available solutions was important to 

the sawmill’s management. Endeavoring to imple-

ment the most modern and effective energy conver-

sion technologies, the contracted Fraunhofer experts 

decided to select a biomass combustion plant with a 

thermo oil boiler and an ORC turbine. The ORC or 

organic Rankine cycle is a cogeneration process in 

which an organic medium with a low boiling point is 

use in the heating circuit. ORC boosts ef� ciency two 

to four percent over the steam power process of a 

comparable con� guration. Ultimately, a biomass-

� red cogeneration plant with a thermal � ring capaci-

ty of 7.5 MW was engineered and constructed for 

Robeta Holzindustrie OHG. 

How does the plant function? Accumulating biomass 

is burned on a moving grate in a separate � rebox. 

Untreated timber and bark are employed as fuel. 
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The � rebox is equipped with a staged air supply and � ue gas 

circulation system in order to minimize nitrogen oxide emis-

sions. An automatic control system constantly adjusts the 

quantities of air, fuel and recirculation gas, thus assuring opti-

mal combustion and low carbon monoxide and residual car-

bon emissions. The thermal output of around 5.3 MW in the 

form of hot water can be decoupled from the ORC process. 

This heat is used to heat indoor spaces and operate the lum-

ber drying kiln. It generates 1.2 MW of electrical power. 

Maintenance Made Easy

In principle, a plant of this size consists of the same compo-

nents as a large power plant. The turbines, generators, furnac-

es and boilers only differ in  their dimensions. More than just 

the basic technical structure is comparable. Smaller distributed 

plants also have similar monitoring, maintenance and service 

requirements. While specially hired employees take care of this 

in large power plants, of necessity, it is done on the side at 

the facilities of plant operators such as Robeta. Frequently, 

the boss personally shoulders service and maintenance and 

“works them off” at the end of the month. The Fraunhofer 

researchers from Magdeburg have long been aware of this 

and developed a solution that helps plant operators in every-

day operation. The key is the use of virtual reality or VR. 

It holds tremendous potential to facilitate handling one’s 

own plant – even and precisely for medium-sized companies.

A major advantage of virtual environments is technical docu-

mentation. Extensive technical information can be implement-

ed in VR models – and from all sides to be precise. Engineers 

and manufacturers can store useful operator information for 

instance. To obtain information or even technical documents 

on a particular plant component one only need click on the 

appropriate representation and the relevant documentation, 

maintenance manuals or replacement part lists or even the 

appropriate vendors are displayed. This spares operating staff 

time-consuming searches in thick manuals. Plant operators 

are themselves able to integrate certain test certi� cation and 

understandably compile their own regulatory documentation, 

e.g. in compliance with the Machinery Directive or industrial 

safety regulations. 

Functions Support Operation

More value added can be generated by combining the virtual-

ized plant with its real control system. Thus, information that 

supports operation can be obtained, which, in interplay with 

the documentation system, also general tangible additional 

bene� ts. When data on the service life of individual plant 

components are linked with maintenance instructions for 

instance, the date for the next inspection can be read. Precau-

tionary planning helps prevent downtimes.
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A virtual model makes it easier to work with a real plant. Connecting the virtual model with the real control system is 

particularly helpful in the daily routine, e.g. for service and maintenance. Photo: Dirk Mahler
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It gets even better though Plants and individual plant compo-

nents can even “speak” in the VR environment, in a � gurative 

sense of course. In critical situations, they are able to send cer-

tain signals by changing color for instance. This enables service 

technicians to immediately detect particular conditions of wear 

or critical states and act before a breakdown occurs.

Plant operators obtain even deeper insights when virtual mod-

els are coupled with simulation data. For instance, motion se-

quences inside equipment and consequently the process engi-

neering can be visualized. Arrows indicate the direction in and 

speed with which liquids and gases � ow through a plant. The 

effect from modifying certain parameters can also be visual-

ized. This functionality is ideally suited for demonstration and 

training purposes. This enables future operators put the plant 

through its paces without affecting it in reality in any way. Ev-

ery individual control element’s function can be represented 

and tested. Errors have no consequences. Critical situations 

can be run through without endangering staff.

Virtual Engineering

The bene� t of virtual reality manifests itself even before a 

plant is in operation. Bene� ts already appear during develop-

ment. Without  virtual engineering technologies, complex 

plants cannot be suf� ciently tested before they are fully 

constructed. However, a virtual environment allows functional 

tests in every phase of the design cycle – and without risk.

Every phase of real construc-

tion and development can be 

tested in advance. Thus, a 

plant is optimally designed 

from the start and design er-

rors are avoided. 

Should the plant be expand-

ed later, virtual retro� tting 

� rst is ideal. The interplay of 

new components with the 

overall plant can be tested In 

cyberspace and even their in-

stallation can be tested. This 

can shorten the entire phase 

of retro� tting and thus re-

duce costly downtimes.

Higher Value Added

That those in charge at Robeta brought Magdeburg’s Fraun-

hofer Institute on board, has already paid for itself in many re-

spects. The sawmill executives have come a great deal closer 

to their vision of resource-ef� cient production. They are not 

only utilizing waste products such as tree bark but also bene-

� ting from them economically. While they feed the generated 

power into the grid, the heat energy remains in the plant and 

is used to dry lumber. The enhanced quality of the lumber 

generates a competitive edge.

That only one part of picture though. The advanced kiln has 

also boosted the value added rate in the company consider-

ably. Formerly outsourced production processes, have again 

returned to the sawmill. This increases � exibility and indepen-

dence on the market. 

The latest investment attests to the company’s vitality and 

con� dence.  A special stacking and sorting plant, which fully 

automatically sorts laths and planks produced when a log is 

sawn is being built for € 3.5 million. Thus, Robeta Holz OHG 

in Milmersdorf will increase its capacities for temporary stor-

age of dried lumber – another milestone toward greater � exi-

bility.

Contact:

Dr. Matthias Gohla

Process and Plant Engineering

Telephone +49 391 4090-361 | Telefax +49 391 4090-366

matthias.gohla@iff.fraunhofer.de
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Colored arrows indicate direction. A VR model enables engineers 

developing a combustion plant to see how the gases will � ow 

through the plant.
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CENTER FOR DIGITAL ENGINEERING 
(CDE) APPOINTS A DIRECTOR

S H A R P  M I N D S                                                                . . .  W I T H  D O C T O R A T E S

On behalf of its two spokesmen Prof. 

Gunter Saake and Prof. Michael 

Schenk, Dr. Veit Köppen (33) will co-

ordate the activities of the Center for 

Digital Engineering. An academic cen-

ter under development, the CDE is 

part of Otto von Guericke University 

Magdeburg. The CDE is intended to 

be a node linking activities in the � eld 

of digital engineering. Furthermore, 

Otto von Guericke University and the 

Fraunhofer IFF intend to use the CDE 

to jointly foster you researchers in the 

� eld and signi� cantly advance the 

university’s program. 

The native of Berlin initially studied 

economics at Humboldt University. 

With his Di plom degree in his pocket, 

he immersed in the world of simula-

tion in 2003. This led to his doctoral 

dissertation on the simulation indica-

tor systems at the Freie Universität 

Berlin and ultimately brought him 

back to Magdeburg. Interested in a 

Habilitation, Dr. Köppen was then 

looking for a new challenge. In 2008, 

Dr. Köppen came to Magdeburg and 

collaborated on the project ViERforES 

funded by the BMBF. In March of 

2009, the CDE commenced opera-

tions and appointed Dr. Veit Köppen 

director.

“Apart from the interesting project 

work, the opportunity to earn my Ha-

bilitation additionally attracted me to 

Magdeburg. In addition, my doctoral 

advicor in Magdeburg, Prof. Hans-

Knud Arndt at the Department of 

Technical and Business Information 

Systems, told me about the decidedly 

good work environment. I can attest 

to that,” relates Dr. Köppen. “At that 

time, the proximity to Berlin and thus 

to my family was an additional advan-

tage.” Yet, things turned out differ-

ently. Since his wife took a job at the 

Fraunhofer IDMT in Erfurt, Köppen 

now commutes every week between 

the two state capitals to spend as 

much time as possible with his four 

year old son and his wife. This snowy 

winter, they have particularly enjoyed 

going sledding.

Despite all the commuting, he man-

ages to coordinate his family life just 

as well as he coordinates projects and 

cooperation partners, the ongoing 

development of the CDE and the 

plans for a future Master’s program in 

Digital Engineering in his job. Howev-

er, Dr. Köppen hopes to be closer in 

the future. “It would be great to have 

the entire family in Magdeburg. May-

be even in a small farmhouse on the 

outskirts of the city....”
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She aims high. Katja Barfus was able to 

reckon with good prospects because 

numbers have always been the mathema-

tician’s thing. A few days after submitting 

her dissertation, she climbed in a plane 

and dared a jump from 3000 meters with 

a tandem parachute jump. She came 

successfully back to earth.

Katja Barfus earned her doctorate with 

magna cum laude.

“I initially wanted to study medicine,” 

tells the thirty-one year old. Therefore, 

she learned Latin in school for several 

years. “But math was also fun and I had 

to work less at it.” However, no one can 

claim that she rested on her talents. After 

graduating high school with honors, she 

took off studying mathematical econom-

ics at Otto von Guericke University in 

Magdeburg and got to know her present 

Dr. Veit Köppen

Photo: private

Dr. Katja Barfus descending 

from 3000 m. 

Photo: private

A HEAVEN-SENT MATH-
EMATICIAN
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employer, the Fraunhofer IFF, 

in the process. 

After a student exchange at 

Georgia College & State Uni-

versity in the USA, she came 

to the Fraunhofer IFF as a 

Diplom candidate in 2000. 

After completing her Di plom 

thesis on � ight path optimi-

zation, Katja Barfus turned 

completely to logistics in 

2003. She then worked for 

two years at the Department 

of Handling and Construction 

Equipment, Steel Construc-

tion, Logistics (IFSL) at 

Otto von Guericke University 

– the present Institute 

of Logistics and Material 

Handling Systems (ILM). The 

close relations between the 

ILM and the Fraunhofer IFF 

ultimately led to a position 

Now, the talented young researcher has 

crowned his career thus far with a doctorate. 

He already became familiar with Magde-

burg’s research institute during his very � rst 

week of graduate studies. At that time, the 

orientation event of the computer science 

program at Otto von Guericke University was 

held in the main building on Sandtorstrasse. 

A short time later, Johannes Tümler began 

working as a student assistant at the 

Fraunhofer IFF. After a semester abroad in 

the USA, he returned to the Fraunhofer IFF: 

“I received the offer to write my Diplom the-

sis at VW in collaboration with the 

Fraunhofer IFF. Who says no to that?,” 

recounts Johannes Tümler. His Diplom thesis 

gave rise to the topic of his dissertation “In-

vestigations of User-related and Technical As-

pects during Long-time Use of Mobile Aug-

mented Reality Systems in Industrial Applica-

tions”. on January 1, 2009, even before he 

� nished his dissertation – before the usual 

three-year schedule – Dr. Tümler became a 

full-time employee at VW where he now 

works in the corporate research division. 

This is a smooth transition for Tümler who 

did not freel like a new comer since he knew 

most of his colleagues already. He has not 

forgotten his former colleagues at the 

Fraunhofer IFF either. Dr. Tümler works close-

ly together with the Virtual Prototyping Ex-

pert Group and has frequent dealings with 

the institute. He has also remained true to 

his hometown. His girlfriend Judith certainly 

plays a role. She not only lives in Magdeburg 

but also works at the Fraunhofer IFF. Fortu-

nately, the time consuming phase of his dis-

sertation overlapped Judith’s Diplom thesis 

so that both were poring over books at the 

same time. Having earned his doctorate, he 

now has more time for hobbies. Tümler is a 

technology fan and loves high-tech. He loves 

trying out the latest technical devices and 

writes computer programs now and again. 

His parents and family must be proud. 

“Proud as can be,” responds Johannes 

Tümler, smiling over his whole face – and 

always with a wink.
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as a doctoral candidate with the topic “Devel-

opment of a Process Model for Modeled Stra-

tegic Planning of a Distributed Production Sys-

tem’s Logistics Network”. 

After the intensive time, Katja Barfus to have 

successfully defended her dissertation. “I was 

so nervous I couldn’t eat a thing on the day. 

And the tradition requires chugging a whole 

mug of beer during the doctoral initiation at 

the Otto von Guericke monument.” Dr. Barfus 

responds modestly to the question of what 

she hopes for the future: “Actually, I have 

everything,” and is looking forward to again 

being able to spend more time together with 

her boyfriend, their young daughter and their 

two horses in the countryside. 

DOCTORATE 
COMBINES BUSINESS 
AND RESEARCH

Johannes Tümler was taken by augmenting 

normal reality with virtual reality. The twenty-

eight year old has been working on augment-

ed reality and researching applied solutions 

since 2003. 

Johannes Tümler as we know him: At the test 

bench for research on augmented reality for 

warehouse order picking. Photo: Dirk Mahler. 

On her way to the traditional 

doctoral initiation, Dr. Katja Bar-

fus rode on the “barrel wagon” 

through the downtown to the 

Otto von Guericke monument. 

Foto: Yvonne Gieseler
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NEW COORDI NA-
TION COMMITTEE 
AT FRAUNHOFER 
VISION ALLIANCE

Dr. Dirk Berndt, manager of the 

Measurement and Testing Technolo-

gy Business unit at the Fraunhofer 

IFF, and Dr. Ronald Rösch, head of 

the Department of Image Processing 

at the Fraunhofer ITWM in Kaiser-

slautern, have been elected to the 

Vision Alliance’s coordination 

committee. For two years, they 

will provide the coordinator of the 

Fraunhofer Vision Alliance advice 

and support in public presentation. 

Should the coordinator have other 

obligations, they act as his deputy.

 

Dr. Norbert Bauer from Fraunhofer 

IIS in Erlangen is the current coordi-

nator. He will retire in early 2010. 

Michael Sackewitz will take over 

his position. 

The Fraunhofer Vision Alliance bun-

dles the expertise of relevant insti-

tutes in the � eld of image processing 

and machine vision. The Fraunhofer 

Vision Alliance has set itself the goal 

of making new developments imple-

mentable in industrial conditions. 

Upon request, it furnishes com plete 

solutions including all handling com-

ponents. In the process, the Alli-

ance’s member Fraunhofer Institutes 

collaborate closely, exchange knowl-

edge and experiences among each 

other and cooperate as needed, 

even in projects. Specializations in-

clude optical scanning and automatic 

inspection for quality assurance. The 

part ner  institutes range of services 

additionally covers the application of 

innovative sensors, from infrared to 

x-ray, and the related handling 

equipment.

SCHENK NOW HONORARY PROFESSOR IN 
KHARKIV

Logistics and Material Handling Systems at 

Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg, 

Prof. Schenk’s special honorary title follows 

two honorary doctorates. 

During the matriculation ceremony lasting 

several hours, Prof. Kriftsov presented the 

rare award to Prof. Schenk and thus con-

ferred the additional title of honorary 

professor. 

The seats in the university auditorium in 

Ukraine’s second largest city Kharkiv were 

much in demand on this day. Over 1200 

students were welcomed to the start of 

their studies at the university at the matric-

ulation ceremony. 

Prof. Michael Schenk, Director of the 

Fraunhofer IFF, has repeatedly received 

international honors for his accomplish-

ment in the � eld of logistics. Last sum-

mer, he basked in the academic limelight 

once again. 

On August 31, 2009, Prof. Volodymyr 

Kriftsov, President of Ukraine’s Kharkiv 

Aviation Institute awarded him the title 

of Honorary Professor of Kharkiv Aviation 

Institute. With the honorary professor-

ship, Prof. Kriftsov recognized Schenk’s 

work in research and education – 

speci� cally in the � eld of logistics. 

Managing Director of the Institute of 

Schenk gratefully accepted the honor. Photo: KhAI 

Students are not the only ones interested 

in going to the Fraunhofer IFF. For several 

years, Magdeburg’s institute offers 

apprenticeships in business and graphic 

design and can look back at satis� ed 

and successful alumni. One of them is 

Rebecca Korpel. The twenty-four year 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING AT FRAUNHOFER IFF

old successfully completed her appren-

ticeship as a graphic designer at the 

Fraunhofer IFF in Jolly 2009. She also 

worked here as a full-time employee for 

half a year. In February 2010, Ms. Korpel 

started a new job at the printer’s, 

Druckerei Mahnert in Aschersleben. 
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Curious about tomorrow? Are you majoring in mathematics, engineering or a 
natural science? Then start your career in applied research and help us develop 
the technologies and products for the future.

Apply now at: www.zukunft-er� nden.de

“Invent the
future with us.”
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The off ice of the Fraunhofer IFF’s  Regional  Off ice is  located on the twenty-ninth 
f loor of the State Towers surrounded by the megacity of Bangkok. The skyscrap-
er’s  golden dome is  v is ib le everywhere in the c i ty . 

The Fraunhofer IFF has been col laborat ing with project  partners in Asia s ince 
1999. With i ts  Bangkok off ice,  the inst i tute is  intens ify ing i ts  As ian act iv i t ies .
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F inding out how to operate a giant porta l  crane is  actual ly  quite easy in the Motion Base Lab 
at the Fraunhofer IFF’s  V irtual  Development and Training Centre VDTC in Magdeburg.  The 
mult ichannel ,  immers ive project ion system covers near ly  the ent i re human f ie ld of v is ion. 
This  enables users to completely immerse in v i r tual  environments.  A motion base enables 
people to exper ience movement and motio.

In the phase of planning a new machine,  the researcher combine real  control  units  with the 
v i r tual  machine model  for  their  c l ients.  This  mixed real i ty  environment fac i l i tates progress ive 
implementat ion:  Safe test ing,  ver ify ing subcomponents funct ion correct ly  and gradual  upgrad-
ing are no longer a problem. In addit ion,  technical  specia l i s ts  can be tra ined at an ear ly  stage 
or logis  t ica l  i ssues can be c lar if ied before a machine stands on a plant’s  premises. 
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A Logistics Think 
Tank 

In Magdeburg,  wish-
ful  th inking is  a 
thing of the past : 
Factory planners 
can al ready exper i -
ence new factory 
bui ld ings and their 
operat ions before 
they have even been 
bui l t .  The experts  at 
the Fraunhofer IFF’s 
V irtual  Development 
and Training Centre 
VDTC in Magdeburg 
s imulate them from 
the very start .  After 
a l l ,  many quest ions, 
f rom construct ion 
s i te logist ics  to plant 
operat ion,  ar ise when 
planning such com-
plex projects :  Does 
the new hal l  harmo-
nize with the rest  of 
the plant? Does the 
technical  equipment  
intended for i t  f i t? 
How can dai ly  pro-
cesses be organized 
to maximize energy 
eff ic iency and re-
source conservat ion? 
Mater ia l  f lows and 
transport  chains,  for 
instance,  ought to 
fol low smart con-
cepts.  Al l  th is  and 
much more is  now 
far eas ier  to c lar ify  – 
with v i r tual  real i ty . 
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O U T L O O K

March 4-5, 2010

Plant Engineering 

of the Future

Magdeburg

March 9-10, 2010 

10th Karlsruhe Working Talks 

Production Research 2010 

Karlsruhe

March 11, 2010 

VDI Technical Society 

of Factory Planning

Magdeburg 

March 11-12, 2010 

Fit for Knowledge 

Competition with ProWis, 

Training/Tutorial 

Berlin

March 18-20, 2010

XXIV. microCAD International 

Scienti� c Conference

Miskolc, Ungarn

March 20-24, 2010

IEEE VR 2010 

Waltham, USA 

April 8-June 10, 2010

13th Logistics Guest Lecture 

Series

Magdeburg

April 14, 2010

Timber Logistics Workshop

Hundisburg

April 14-17, 2010 

IFH/Intherm, Trade Fair 

for Sanitation, Heating, 

Air Conditioning, 

Renewable Energies

Nürnberg

April 19-23, 2010 

Hannover Messe

Hannover 

April 21-22, 2010

8th International Heinz 

Nixdorf Symposium  

Paderborn

April 22-23, 2010 

8th BMBF Services 

Conference

Berlin 

May 4-7, 2010 

Control Trade Fair

Stuttgart 

May 27, 2010 

FIT for Knowledge 

Competition, Conference

Berlin 

May 28, 2010 

Fit for Knowledge 

Competition with ProWis, 

Training/Tutorial 

Berlin

May 28-29, 2010

Securing Empirical 

Knowledge from 

Projects, Seminar

Berlin

June 5, 2010

Long Night of Science

Magdeburg

June 5-12, 2010

2010 Science Summer

Magdeburg

June 7-9, 2010 

ISR 2010, International 

Conference

Munich

June 14-17, 2010 

13th IFF Science Days 

Magdeburg 

June 23-26, 2010 

CARS 2010: Computer 

Assisted Radiology and 

Surgery 

Geneva, Switzerland 

July 14-18, 2010 

Interforst 2010, 

11th International Trade 

Fair for Forestry and Forest 

Technology

Munich

July 17-20, 2010

Applied Human Factors and 

Ergonomics 2010 (AHFE2010)

Miami, USA 

October 28-December 29, 

2010

7th Virtual Reality Guest 

Lecture Series: Human 

and Machine Mensch in 

Interactive Dialog

Magdeburg

January 14, 2010 

Innovations in Insudtrial 

Engineering from Saxony-

Anhalt, Lecture Series

Magdeburg

January 16-19, 2010

� iesen/tiles 2010, 

New International Trade 

Fair for Ceramic Tiles

Hannover

January 28, 2010 

Effective Order Processing 

in Plant Manufacturing, 

Corporate Workshop 

Magdeburg

January 26-29, 2010 

Aquatherm 2010, 

International Trade Fair for 

Heating, Sanitary Fittings, 

Air Condition and Ventilation

Hannover

February 3-4, 2010

Oldenburger 3-D-Tage

Oldenburg

February 25-26, 2010 

Mechatronics and Control 

of Compliant Drives and 

Mechanisms, Workshop

Bielefeld 

March 2-4, 2010 

LogiMAT 2010, 

8th International Trade Fair 

for Distribution, Materials 

Handling and Information 

Flow 

Stuttgart

March 3-9, 2010 

Internationale 

Hand werksmesse  

Munich 

Meet up with researchers from the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and 

Automation at these events. Come talk to us!
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Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation

and Automation IFF

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Dr.-Ing. E. h. 

Michael Schenk, Director

Sandtorstrasse 22 | 39106 Magdeburg | Germany

Telephone 0391 4090-0 | Telefax 0391 4090-596

ideen@iff.fraunhofer.de

www.iff.fraunhofer.de | www.vdtc.de

YOUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

– VIRTUAL ENGINEERING

– AUTOMATION

– LOGISTICS

– PROCESS AND PLANT ENGINEERING

www.iff.fraunhofer.de Ph
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F R A U N H O F E R  I N S T I T U T E  F O R  F A C T O R Y  O P E R AT I O N  A N D  A U T O M AT I O N  I F F

13TH IFF SCIENCE DAYS 
JUNE 15-17, 2010

www.iff.fraunhofer.de
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